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Sunday,
May 7
First Congregational Church
6 p.m.
Among the topics:
Finalization of plans for a
Gay Pride Party
— which is
replacing the
Gay Pride River Ride
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MGLCC Sinks Boat Ride,
_
Plans Landlubber Party for Pride
own pockets to keep the event
community $50 for a boat ride. their
By Allen Cook
"Each year the boat ride aver— from"Thesinking.
board this year is the
200. In the past few
Breaking a more than 20—year ages about
one ever, and we don‘t
MGLCC started with the youngest
_ tradition, the Gay Pride River Ride years,
that kind of money," Lamb
boat (IslandQueen —capac— have
will not sail this year as part of small
about 200) and it filled up and said.The group hopes that the River
Memphis‘ Gay Pride festivities. itypeople
turned away, the fol— Ride will be missed this year and
Citing declining attendance and lowing were
MGLCC rented the that a groundswell of community
a potentially fatal financial risk to big boatyear,
(Memphis Queen —— ca— interest
_ theorganization, the Memphis Gay pacity about
will bring it back next year,
and it was barely bigger and
—and Lesbian Community Center one—third full."600)Lamb
better than ever.
said
decided in March not to stage the An attempt was made
says that this year‘s party _
to enlist willLamb
River Ride this year.
be on dry land. _ :
sponsorship for the —"Wehavealreadyrented
According to Angela Lamb, corporate
the
butthatwasdeclined.___—PremierePalaceBallroomon
Mon—
Camel Cigarettes had ap— roe. It holds up to 400, has a large
MGLCC has a small budget and proached
Pride, Inc. with
that budget must last the entire idea ofMemphis
floor, a place for a d.j., a full
sponsoring a party on dance
__year. When we looked at the dif— the
kitchen and bar setup, and has an
—ferent boats, we chose the smallest the night prior to the Gay Pride upstairs
that overlooks the dance
They weretold that the _
one,which holds about 200. With Festival.
boat rental, cost of food and drink Gay Pride River Ride held prece— floor."We hopef to have a theme fo%
—and cost of entertainment, etc., the dence on that night and were en— the party, so if anyone has a sug—
river ride was going to cost us be— couraged to negotiate with
we are now accepting #
tween $7500 and $10,000. The boat MGLCC about sponsoring the gestion,
Lamb said.
River Ride. After reviewing a de— them,"
alone was $5000."
Tim Holy
Meadows
shown
with theChurch.
three Memphis
Pride
Awards
given
MGLCC officers met dur— toRev.
At those rates, the break—even tailed proposalbyMGLCC, Camel ing The
him
and
Trinity
Community
Meadows
won
the
Best
Male
the
first
week
ofApril
to
begin
ticket price (assuming all tickets declined, but offered to set up a finalizing plans forthe party. They Role Model Award. Holy Trinity‘s LaPaula Turner won the Best Female
table and give away free promo— will take what they have to the Role model awardand the church won the Spiritual Leadership award.
were sold) would be about $50 per tional
items.
person.
§
Aphrodite
alsoandwonOutstanding
three awards,
EntertainerBetteof theHefner,
Year,antheAphrodite
Helping
Town Hall meeting on Hands
recent years, the Boat Ride MGLCC
Lambs said while MLGCC was hasInactually
Award
organization.
lost money, necessi— May 2 to let the members suggest member, won an award for Lifetime Achievement. The complete list of
trying to keeps costs as low as pos—
sible, itrefused to charge the GLBT tating boardmembers digging into and volunteer.
winners isin Quick Clips on page 27
Safe Harbor
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — A
gay church and a support group for
homosexuals are being evicted
_ fromthe houses of worship where
they have been meeting for years.
Members of Safe Harbor Met—
ropolitan Community Church
wonder if bias against homosexu—
als is behind their eviction, but
Union Avenue United Methodist
Church, the host of the predomi—
nately gay congregation, says no.
Meanwhile, Parents, Families
and Friends of Gays and Lesbians
(P—FLAG) also must find a new
place to meet.
Members say St. John‘s Epis—
copal Church, which has hosted
the support group for 14 years, has
asked it to leave, apparently be—
cause the organization has been

MCC, P—FLAG Must Find
to accommodate the
unfairly linked to a pornographic schedule
church and they said, ‘No, we want
Internet site..
Rick Pinkston, new pastor at you out.""
Kathy Switzer, Safe Harbor‘s
United Methodist, says his church pastor,
about 20 members at
is being remodeled and needs the morningtoldservices
the church is
space it has rented to Safe Harbor looking for a newthat
home.
for the past three years. _
"Our sanctuary has got this big At P—FLAG, local president
plaster dome that has been giving Arnold Drake said some members
us trouble and now we‘ve got to ofSt. John‘s Episcopal found apor—
link on the Web site of
do some substantial repair," nographic
affiliate of his group.
Pinkston said. "Theonly other a national
space we have got is the chapel and Drake said P—FLAGhas noth—
to do with the pornographic
now we‘ve got to ask for it back." ing
site, "and when it was brought to
Michael Beal, a deacon of Safe their
attention, they removed that
Harbor, which lists about 50 mem—
:
bers, says he fears other forces may link"Itimmediately."
really hurt my feelings be—
be behind the eviction. —
"If not homophobia, what cause (the church) didn‘t talk to us,
else?" Beal asked The Commercial but simply sent out a letter asking
Appeal. "We offered to change our us to leave," Drake said.

New Homes
The letter said the group‘s
agreement with the church expired
March 31 and would not be re—
newed. Drake said his group could
stay until June 30 while it looks for
a new meeting place, however the
group‘s last meeting at St. John‘s
was Apr. 6. Its May meeting will
be held at Prescott Memorial Bap—
tist Church.
Safe Harbor has been offered
meeting space at Holy Trinity
Community Church, according to
Rev. Tim Meadows, pastor at
HTCC.
Messages left by the media —
seeking comment from two offi—
cials at the Episcopal church were‘
not returned. A call to Rev. Kathy
Switzer, pastor ofSafe Harbor,
also had not been returned by

press time.
Reaction in the Gay commu—
nity was suspicious.
"The reason they (Union Av—
enue Methodist Church) gave
was bullsh——. Their congregation
is so small, they don‘t have a pot
to piss in," said Bert Heffernan.
. "I don‘t believe for a moment
that they even have the money to
renovate their sanctuary or that
Safe Harbor could not be accom—
modated," Heffernan said.
Allen Cook contibuted to this
article.
See additional story on page —
13 regarding P—FLAG‘s final
meeting at St. John‘s and itsfu—
ture plans.

We Have Always
Depended on the
Kindness of Strangers —

WELL, ‘LL BE DARNED.
THERE ZS A LOT OF ANTI—GAY
HARASSMENT HERE.

lame to us considering Safe Har—
bor offered to help defray some of
those costs as well as move its ser—
Because gay and lesbian people
in Memphis are not overtly — vices to accommodate the main
church‘s need.
harrassed by the police, vilified by
Fourteen years ago, a then—
the media or much picketed at our
fledgling orga—
public events,
nization called
e
>
we feel a certain
and
Parents
Opinions expressed in
complaceney.
By Allen Cook

When

the

editorials,commentaries

Friends of Les—

CaYs
and fetters are those of
need arises, we
(P—FL AG)
feel no com—
asked for and
the authors.
punction what—
was granted
soever in asking
monthly meeting space at St.
those we feel might be supportive
John‘s Episcopal Church.
of our cause for a favor.
Last month when a St. John‘s
While not necessarily a lapse in
member apparently found a porno—
judgment, we must still be prepared
graphic link on the national P—
when that extended hand is
FLAG
website (which was
snatched back — not necessarily by
immediately
removed when
those who extended it inthe first
brought to the organization‘s atten—
place, but by their successors.
tion), the group was asked to leave.
The recent evictions (coinciden—
tally reported on the same day) of No questions, no warning, no ne—
gotiation — just a letter asking
Safe Harbor Metropolitan Commu—
them to leave.
nity Church and PLAG from their
That both of these actions were
longtime meeting places came as
performed
by churches which are
no real surprise to us. (See storyon
currently divided by their attitudes —
page 1.)
toward gay marriage and accep—
Safe Harbor MCC has had an
tance of gay and lesbian people
arrangement with Union Ave.
generally is not surprising. What is
United Methodist Church for sev—
surprising is that we didn‘t see or
eral years now. Until this month,
prepare for that eventuality.
the relationship seemed to be a
I don‘t want to sound alarmist,
mutually beneficial one.
but the Lesbian and Gay Coalition
Enter a new pastor at Union
for Justice could even be ousted
Ave.
from meeting at the public library
All of a sudden it seems, the
considering
the brouhaha made last
Safe Harbor congregation is per—
year by a right— wing group protest—
sona non grata.
R
ing internet access to porn sites
The excuse of their main sanc—
there.
‘
tuary dome needing repair seems

ae "__G
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The following letter was for—

Past Out columnist.
Dear Mr. Bianco,
I read your article "Who were
the Gay

Kings and Queens of

England?"in The Triangle Journal
News. I found it very amusing that
the man that the King James Bible
was named after was gay. That is
priceless.
I am writing to share some in—
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If you remember that incident,
the library acceeded to the right—
wing‘s agenda in the face of los—
‘ing county funding for its
operations.
The gay and lesbian commu—
nity, like it or not, must have its
own space that itcan control. With—
out it, it is like Blanche Du Bois —
— relying on the kindness of
strangers.
Holy Trinity Community
Church is the only entity in our
community (with the exception of
AIDS organizations) which owns
its own public space — the Mem—
phis Gay and Lesbian Community
Center has none; Memphis Pride,
Inc. has none; Safe Harbor MCC
has none.
I know it‘s not only expensive
but a hassle to own or lease prop—
erty and perhaps the answer lies
not in everyone owning their own,

but in coming together for a com— wing‘s attack on our "gay agenda"
mon goal.
— no one has ever sent me a copy!
My gay friends and I chuckle at
But I wonder if one of the top
the religious and political right things on it ought to be to get and
control our own space.

Box 11485, Memphis, Tennessee 38111—0485
Phone (901) 454—1411
Fax: (901) 454—1411 E—mail: MemphisTJN@aol.com

The Triangle Journal News
— welcomes lettersfrom its readers.
Letters should be be as short as
reasonable and typed ifpossible.
. Although names may be withheld on request,

formation I obtained from a book
called British Kings and Queens by
Mike Ashley. On page 15 under
the heading "Monarchs who were
or may have been homosexual" it
lists:
1. Maelgwyn of Gwynedd (a
Welsh Principality)
2. Offa of Essex
3. William II
4. Richard I
5. Malcolm IV
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dual??? should be signed and include a phone number for verifica—
——— cron Anonymous letters will not be printed. All letters are subject to
ff
editing for spelling, punctuation and grammar. However every effort
will be made to maintain the original intent of the writer.
Letters should be mailed to:
5°
Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box 11485,
Memphis, TN 38111—0485 or
>: C
faxed to (901) 454—1411. Our e—mail address is
MemphisTJN@aol.com.
warded to us from David Bianco,

NZ

en

Fore—mailmorepierberge@a0l.com
cartoons, visit www.planetout.com
R

Maybe It‘s Time to Stop!

6. Edward II
7. Richard II
8. James VI and I
9. Mary II
10. Anne
If you would like the details on
one or all of these, just let me know
andI will send it to you in an e—
mail. Thanks again for writing
such an entertaining article.
Most Cordially,
Tony D‘Agostino
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River City
National 2000

Proudly Sponsored by ...
Blue Light Studio
Crossroads of Memphis,

f
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Family and Friends of Tennessee,
Arkansas and Georgia
Look for...

Mid—South River City National
2000—2001
October 2000

— Memphis,

_
Tennessee

For information, call 901—276—7859
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Fired

Lesbian Worker Sues

Kentucky Baptist Homes for Children

lesbian employees be ruled in vio—
lation of civil—rights law.
Pedreira, who now works for a
mental—health services
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
agency,
said
at a news conference
social worker fired by Kentucky
she
hopes
her
suit will protect oth—
Baptist Homes for Children for
ers
from
losing
jobs because of
being a lesbian has sued her former
their
sexual
orientation.
employer, claiming her civil rights
Bill Smithwick, president and
were violated.
CEO
of Kentucky Baptist Homes
The state of Kentucky, which
for
Children,
defended the
has contracts with the private so—
organization‘s
hiring
policy.
cial agency, also was named as a
Baptist
Homes
does
not inquire
defendant for funneling public
about
a
prospective
employee‘s
money allegedly used by Baptist
sexual orientation, but the applica—
Homes to support the discrimina—
tion says staff members are ex—
tory practices.
f
pected
to adhere to traditional —
Baptist Homes fired Alicia
family
values,
Smithwick said. If
Pedreira on Oct. 23, 1998, on the
Baptist
Homes
finds out that a
— grounds that her homosexuality ran
staffer
is
homosexual,
the em—
counter to the organization‘s val—
ployee
will
be
fired.
.
ues.
"We place a lot of emphasis on
role models, and for us to have a
staff person—who is openly homo—
sexual in some way could encour—
"Elite" Entertainment
age (youngsters) to be sexually
confused and toenter the homo—
Escorts, Models & Massage |
_ sexual lifestyle," he said. . :
~The suit was filed Apr. 17.by the
wgCameta‘ljau—Jmtaudﬁuueet American Civil Liberties Union
— Best Rates & Best Sewwice
3 and Americans United for Separa—
By Bruce Schreiner
Associated Press Writer

‘llkfcame
Singles & Couples

The suit said the policy against
gay and lesbian employees also
kept another woman from seeking
a job with Baptist Homes, which
cares for abused and neglected
youth from across Kentucky.
Pedreira was a therapist and su—
pervisor at a suburban Louisville
kome for emotionally disturbed
children. Her dismissal came after
agency employees sawa picture of
Pedreira and her partner in a photo
contest at the Kentucky State Fair.
Pedreira said the photo, taken by
an amateur photographer, was en—
tered in the contest without her
knowledge.
Pedreira seeks unspecified dam—
ages for lost income and emotional
distress. The suit asks that Baptist
— Homes‘ policy banning gay and

tucky. The organization serves 340
tion of Church and State.
Michael Adams; the lead attor— children placed in state care, and
ney and associate director of the its contract with the state exceeds
ACLU Lesbian and Gay Rights $12 million, Smithwick said.
Project, said Pedreira had been Michael Jennings, a spokesman
praised by a supervisor for her "ex— for the Cabinet for Families and
ceptional skills" in ajob evaluation. Children, said the cabinet has been
Adams said the suit also seeks "profoundly uneasy" with the hir—
to clarify how far religious organi— ing policy of Baptist Homes as it
zations can go in imposing their relates to gays and lesbians.
own beliefs on programs operated Jennings said the state has not de—
under contract with public agen— cided if it will renew its contract
with Baptist Homes, which expires
cies.
The suit said Karen Vance, an— June 30.
other social worker named as a — Smithwick said he was—con—
plaintiff, has not applied for a job cerned the state would sever its link
at Baptist Homes because she is a with Baptist Homes in hopes of

being dropped as a defendant, even .
lesbian. ©
Vance, who wants to move from before the organization gets a
California to the Louisville area to chance to defend itself in court.
be near her parents, also seeks un— ~ "We think it‘s tragic for
specified damages from Bapnst Kentucky‘s children," he said.
"This is not an issue of religion or
Homes.
The suit says the state violated constitutional issues; this is a child _.
the First Amendment of the U.S. advocacy issue."
The suit also asks that Baptist:
Constitution by supporting a reli—
gious institution that discriminates. Homes reimburse any state funds
Baptist Homes, affiliated with ~used to fill any position since its
the Kentucky Baptist Convention, anti—homosexual employment
#
operates eight children‘s shelters policy.
and youth ranches across Ken—

Bi—sexual.,
Female and

Religious Leaders Disagree on Gay

Mate Staff

Adoption Ban

(901) 357—5488
Memphis‘ only She— Mates
"Pet your fantasies come true!""

Positive Living
Under Stress
A weekly support group for gay
and bisexual men living with HIV
The group meets on Mondays at
Friends For Life, 1384 Madison Ave.,
and is open to Gay and bisexual men
who are HIV positive. To join the group —
one must first become a client of
Friends For Life and be able to provide
proof of HIV status.
For meeting times and any additional
information, please contact
Michael Kiggins
~ at 272—0855 _
during business hours
Advertising space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
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_ A spokeswoman for Mississippi orphans who need homes and that—
‘Episcopal
Bishop A.C. Marble Jr. the state should not putlimits on
Associated Press Writer
said that lawmakers should adoptions.
"prayerfully examine all evidence
William H. Perkins Jr., editor of—s
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — A
before
passing a bill that our de— — The Baptist Record, said Missis—
— Mississippi religious leader has
sippi Baptist leaders stand by their
warnedthat lawmakers considering — scendants may look back on as a
gross
moment
of
injustice
in
our
opposition to gay adoptions.
banning gay couples from adopt—
"The need for more adoptive
history."
ing could be doing an injustice to
"There
are
religious
leaders
in
parents
is well—known, but we
needy kids.
Mississippi
who
want
our
legacy
don‘t
see
how placing children in
The warning from an Episcopal
to be one ofcontinuing to eradicate an inappropriate setting will lead
leader is at odds with Methodist
discrimination in all of its forms to a long—term solutlon to that prob—
and Baptist groups who support the
rather than see it increase," said the — lem," Perkins said.
—.ban, which may come up for a vote
Rev. Ruth Woodliff—Stanley.
There is widespread support for
in the Senate soon. The House has
Woodliff—Stanley was joined by — the ban in the Legislature: The
already voted to keep gays from
social workers and university staff House overwhelmingly approved it
becoming adoptive parents, and
at a state Capitol news conference. without debate, and lawmakers
Gov. Ronnie Musgrove supports
They
said Mississippi has many have said the legislation promotes
the proposal.
family values. In 1997, the Legis—
lature banned homosexual mar—
riages.
Woodliff—Stanley said that "it‘s
important
to know there‘s more
BEARS
than one voice within the Christian
tradition."
Brandon mother Priscilla
Pearson, who adopted a 7—year—old
foster child, said judges in adop—
tion cases should consider a‘
person‘s ability to be a good par—
ent, not their sexual preference.
"Gay and lesbian parents are
just like everybody else, there‘s
some good ones and there‘s some
bad ones. I just don‘t think there‘s
a difference," said Pearson, who is
married.
Bears & Bear Lovers Welcome..
About 30 college professors
Come Join the Bear Party!
signed a statement saying "the sys—
tematic exclusion from consider—
Check Out Our Website for Details _
ation of an entire category of the
http://www
—
—
state‘s cmzens is Inherently un—

—By Gina Holland _

f

MEMPHIy/

CLUB NicHT
Sat., May 13
10 p.m.
Pupelme
;
1382 Poplar Ave.

‘All

Space donated as a public service ofthe Triangle Journal News

— just."

Statewide

Meeting

Set

Softball
Games for May
All games are played at Wilson Field, corner ofClarke Rd.
and Cottonwood in southeast Memphis.
Apr. 30
1 p.m.
Jaguars vs Jungle Jocks
2 p.m.
Drillers vs ReMax
3 p.m.
Haze vs Jungle Jocks
4 p.m.
Drillers vs Haze
A
May 7
1 p.m.
Jaguars vs Lesbigaytrs
2 p.m.
Holy Trinity vs Haze
3 p.m.
Jocks vs Drillers
4 p.m.
ReMax vs Holy Trinity
May 14
NO GAMES
May 21
1 p.m.
Haze vs Lesbigaytrs
2 p.m.
Jocks vs Jaguars
3 p.m.
Drillers vs Jaguars
4 p.m.
Holy Trinity vs ReMax
May 28
NO GAMES
Schedule of

Submitted by LGCJ Nashville
Make plans now to be in Nash—
ville on Sat., May 20, for the an im—
portant event in the history of
lesbian, gay, bifexual and
transgender people in Tennessee.
A meeting room at the Holiday
Inn Brentwood has been reserved
for that date. It is located at Old
Hickory Boulevard and 1—65 —
easy to find for anyone coming
from out of town. Take exit 74A
from I—65.
The rate is $79 per night, up to
four persons per room. The Les—
bian and Gay Coalition for Justice
of Nashville will help facilitate
room sharing. Just let the group
know gender and smoking prefer—
ence, if any. Make reservations by
calling 1—800—465—4329 and asking
for Brentwood (code: BNABR), or
by calling the hotel directly at 615—
373—2600.

Here‘s the plan:
LGCJ Nashville board members
will incorporate the organization
under the name Equality Tennes—
see in order to get the ball rolling.
Corporate charters are very vague,
so it will leave plenty of room for
discussion about mission and goals
during the meeting.
A set of proposed by—laws will
be drafted to serve as the basis for
discussion at the meeting. Please
send your mailing address so you
can receive a copy of the proposed
by—laws in advance.
The meeting will start promptly
at 8 a.m. After welcome and intro—
ductions, brainstorming on the mis—
sion and goals of the new
organization will begin. What
should a statewide lesbian, gay, bi—
sexual, transgender group in Ten—
nessee do? What do constituents
need? Then a decision on how to
structure the organization and

changes the proposed by—laws need
in order to reflect that structure will
be made.
Finally, aboard of directors will
be elected and a plan of action cre—
ated. The meeting will end by 6
p.m.
On Friday night a social event
will be held so that participants can
get to know one another.
Write and let LGCJ of Nashville
know you‘re coming.: This meet—
ing promises to be one of the most
important events ever in the his—
tory of lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender Tennessee, and your
help is needed to make it a success.
This is the opportunity to make
Tennessee a state where it‘s safe
to be out.
Please respond to Bill Turner,
co—chair Lesbian and Gay Coali—
tion for. Justice Nashville
drturner@mindspring.com or call
615—890—2831.
3
LGCJ to

Media Workshop Planned

M.A.G. Y.

Change
with

GLAAD

Memphis Lesbian and Gay Coa—
guides, interviewing techniques,
lition for Justice and Memphis
etc. A "Meet the Media" section in
Pride will co—sponsor a media
the middle of the day with a Q & A
workshop with the Gay andLes—
session with local media represen—
bian Alliance Against Defamation
tatives is planned.
(GLAAD) on Sat., May 13, at First
A small donation will be re—
‘Congregational Church.
quested of those attending to help
_ The workshop will last about with the traveling—costs of the
*****Cighthours, with a lunch break.
GLAAD trainer, Jane Ralph from
Everyone is invited and all GLBT
Kansas City.
organizations in Memphis and
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
throughout the Mid—South (Arkan—
Against Defamation (GLAAD) is
sas and Mississippi) are encour— — dedicated to promoting and ensur—
aged to attend. This training will
ing fair, accurate and inclusive rep—
help improve media coverage of resentation of individuals and
the GLBT community in Memphis
events in all media as a means of
and throughout the Mid—South.
eliminating homophobia and dis—
"Media Essentials" will cover
crimination based on gender iden—
basics like press releases, develop—
tity and sexual orientation.
ing relationships with the media,
Visit GLAAD online at http://
hooking stories, developing media
www. glaad.org.

Meeting
Time
In response to many people who
could not attend the meetings on
the first Tuesdays of the month,
LGCJ has changed its meeting day.
Beginning on May 22, Memphis
Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Jus—
tice will meet on the fourth Mon—
day of each month at 7 p.m. at the
Memphis Public Library, Meeting
Room A.
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coa—
lition for Justice web address is
www.gaymemphis.com/lgej email
Ige; @gaymemphis.com.

Memphis Area Gay Youth
Peer support and discussion group
Call 335—MAGY
website: www.gaymemphis.com/magy/
Published as a public service of The Triangle Journal News.
Superior
INSURANCE
Auto — Home — Life — Annuities
Sensitive to the Needs of the Gay & lesbian Community
Office: 377—1075 Enrica Ramey Home: 374—9502

Browne Slated for May Integrity Meeting
The May 16 Integrity meeting
will feature a talk by Jim Browne,
director of horticulture at the Mem—
phis Botanic Garden, and popular
columnist in The Commercial Ap—
peal and other publications.
He will explain garden "dos and
don‘ts" for the upcoming season.
He will also explore the repertory
of attractive and hardy plants that
are native to our area.
Jim has been active in Holy
Trinity Community Church and St.
John‘s Methodist Church. He has
contributed much to the book dis—
cussion group of Integrity. It will
be a pleasure to hear him speak on
his professional speciality: horti—
culture.
R
Worship begins at 6:30 in
Bethlehem Chapel, first floor, Cal—
vary Church, 2nd and Adams
Streets (park free in rear). A tasty

dinner will be served at 7 followed
by a brief business meeting and an—
nouncements. The presentation by
Jim Browne will begin at 7:45 and

end before 9 p.m.
All are invited regardless of
faith tradition. Newcomers espe—
cially welcome.

REPORT DISCRIMINATION

The Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Justice requests that
anyone who experiences, or has experienced, discrimination in
housing, employment, or any other form please report your
experience to the Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Justice so that it can
document cases of discrimination and provide legal assistance or
referrals.
It is also important to report hate crimes motivated by suspi—
cion or knowledge of anyone‘s sexual orientation. It is important
for our community to be able to document cases of both discrimi—
nation and hate crimes.
Contact: Jim Maynard, co—chair Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coa—

"When you are buying or selling ahome,
I can make a difference!"
Call me and let me show you how."
Randy Wilder
Randy Wilder
327—9900 Home
533—0620 Pager
278—4380 Office
nig. r
SOWELL & COMPANY +
3 "IP # : E a : L If — o — R .s
t
54 South Cooper
[B
Memphis, TN 38104

MLS

lition for Justice, at Igcj/gaymemphis.com or call 327—2677.

Write LGCJ, PO Box 241363, Memphis TN 38124
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Voting
to Officially Affirm and Include Gay and Lesbian Worshipers
The Union United Church, a to go before they are accepting of
"This is adecision
courageous,
prece—a resolution
"This vote—combined
withthe 125—member
WASHINGTON
— inUnion
institution led by — gays and lesbians, according to
by
the
Central
Confer—
dent—setting
that
blazes
United
Methodist
Church
Bos—
Rev.
Theodore
L. Lockhart, voted HRC. They are officially against
new
trail
for
other
churches
who
ence
on
American
Rabbis
to
allow
toncomethe
made history
by voting
to be— want to be more inclusiveand ac— same—sex weddings — shows that to become a "reconciling
and in— same—sex marriage and a United
nation‘s
first
black
clusive" church — aterm that es— Methodist Minister cannot perform —
cepting
of
their
gay
and
lesbian
there
is
a
growing
trend
towards
Methodistchurch
to
officially
wel—
means a church that these unions.
members,"Elizabeth
said HRC
Executive religious
inclusionlines."
that cuts across sentially
come
and
include
gay
and
lesbian
The denomination also does not
accepts
and
affirms gay and les—
—
Director
Birch.
denominational
worshipers.
"condone" the "practice of homo—
bian people.
Black Methodist Church

in Boston Breaks New Ground

Living Word
Christian Church
]. Kyle Dearen, Pastor
340 N.Garland
Merriphis,
TW 38104—
Phone 276—08$77
Sunbay Evening
Morning 106 a.m.
Sunvay
p.m.
Evenms 7 p.m.

"And in accordance with this will of God, we
have been made holy, consecrated, and
sanctified through the offering made once for
— all of the body of Jesus Christ"
Hebrews 10:10 AMP
Join us as we praise and worship
Our Awsome God!

GAYELLOW PAGES"
The ORIGINAL Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual |
§ Transgender yellow pages: since 1973
All editions now include a SEPARATE SECTION FOR WOMEN
U.S/CANADA: $16 postpaid: Nationwide resources including headquarters
of national organizations; publications; mail order companies, etc., plus
complete city by city information for allthe States and Provinces.
GREATER NORTHEAST: $10 postpaid: CT, DC, DE,
ME, MD, MA, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, VA, VT, WV.
SOUTH/SOUTHERN MIDWEST: $10 postpaid: AL, AR, AZ, DE, DC, FL, GA, HI, KS, KY,
LA, MD, MO, MS, TN, NC, OK, PR, SC, TN, TX, VA, WV, U.S. Virgin Is.
us at gay—friendly stores like
LAMBDA RISING 800—621—6969
A DIFFERENT LIGHT 800—343—4002
and many others
For free listing application, prices,
mailing labels, etc., please send
self—addressed stamped envelope
to Renaissance House,
PO Box 533—TN, Village Stn, NY, NY 10014
Voice: 212—674—0120
Fax: 212420—1126
gayello@banet.net
“I
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Hilda Evans, a 61 year old mar—
ried woman with two adult chil—
dren, suggested in 1996 that the
church become "reconciling and
inclusive" and led the effort that
ended in a successful vote.
The church held a special ser—
vice on Apr. 16 to celebrate the de—
cision. Other black United
Methodist Churches may follow
their lead.
According to the Washington
Blade, San Francisco‘s Glide
United Methodist Church is con—
sidering a vote to recognize and
include gay and lesbian worship—
pers.
f
As an institution, the United
Methodist Church has a long way

by

sexuality," and sexually active gay
people cannot be ordained as min—
isters.
"The vote by Union United
Methodist Church shows that even
within the more strict religious in—
stitutions there is a diversity of
opinions on gay and lesbian issues,"
said Donna Payne, HRC field or—
ganizer, working with people of
color and the religious community.
"Religious views on homosexu—
ality are not monolithic, and people
of faith are increasingly speaking
out in favor of full—inclusion for gay
and lesbians worshipers in
churches, synagogues and mosques
throughout America, Payne said."

Ryan White Care Act.
Reauthorization Passes
First Hurdle
WASHINGTON — By a unani—
mous voice vote, the Senate Com—
mittee on Health, Education, Labor
and Pensions Apr. 12 passed the
Ryan White CARE Act (RWCA)
Amendments Act of 2000.
This act will reauthorize the
RWCA, a key health program es—
sential for saving lives and improv—
ing the quality of life for people
living with HIV/AIDS, according
.to the Human Rights Campaign.
"This vote was a demonstration
of the strength of bipartisan action
and how working together to com—
bat HIV and AIDS can save lives,"
_ said HRC Political Director
Winnie Stachelberg.
"We urge the full Senate to fol—
low —the lead of the committee and
swiftly vote to reauthorize this piv—
otal, life—saving program." Sens.
James Jeffords, R—VT and Ted
Kennedy, D—Mass. introduced the
reauthorization on March 28.
Sen. Bill Frist, R—Tenn. played

a key role in the committee‘s pas—
sage of the Ryan White CARE Act.
The CARE Act, the largest discre—
tionary federal investment in the
care and treatment of people living
with HIV/AIDS, provides care and
treatment to individuals and their
families impacted by HIV/AIDS. It
supports a wide range of commu—
nity—based services, including pri—
mary home health care, case
management, substance abuse treat—
ment and mental health services,
‘and nutritional and housing ser—
vices. It also supports the AIDS
Drug Assistance Program, which
has provided drug therapies to un—
insured and underinsured people
with HIV/AIDS, thereby lowering
the HIV/AIDS death rate to its low—
est point in nearly a decade.
The CARE Act was enacted to
respond to the HIV/AIDS crisis and
has historically garnered broad and
bipartisan support. President
‘George Bushsigned it into law in
August of 1990, after Sens. Orrin
Hatch, R—Utah and Ted Kennedy,
Take Pictures? Share Them! D—Mass. provided the necessary
leadership to steer the legislation
through Congress.
In 1996, Sens. Nancy
Kassebaum, R—Kan. and Ted
Kennedy, D—Mass, lead the efforts
to reauthorize the CARE Act,
Send your pictures to
which passed the Senate with a vote
TJN R
of
97—3.
—
P.O. Box 11485
The
final
version
passed the
Memphis, TN 38111
— House of Representatives by an
or email to
memphistin@aol.com
overwhelming vote of 402—4, and
(please send as attachments)
was signed into law by President
Clinton.

By Glen Johnson
Associated Press Writer
AUSTIN; Texas (AP)
George W. Bush met with a dozen
gay Republicans April 13 as he
kept up his courting of support
from outside his party‘s conserva—
tive core. "I‘m a better person for
the meeting," he declared.
The presumptive Republican
presidential candidate assured con—
servatives his social views were
intact, his opposition to ideas such
as gay marriage unshaken by the
hourlong session at his campaign
headquarters.
The gays he met with, selected
by his campaign, were upbeat.
"The goal was not to change his
mind. It was to start a conversa—
tion," said Steve Gunderson, a
former Republican congressman
from Wisconsin.
Bush has been portraying him—
self as a different kind of Republi—
can — much as President Bill
Clinton and Al Gore painted them—
selves as a new breed of Democrat
in 1992. And in that light, there
could be political gain in spotlight—
ing the meeting — even though gay
voters generally support Democrats

by margins of 2—to—1 or greater.
But there is danger, too, said
David Rohde, a political science
professor at Michigan State Uni—
versity.
"You don‘t want to risk alienat—
ing your base vote, and that repre—
sents a particular problem for Bush,
because if Pat Buchanan is the Re—
form Party nominee, then the Reé—
publican base vote has someplace
else to go," Rohde said.
Indeed, Bush was barely back
at the Texas Governor‘s Mansion
when conservative Gary Bauer
warned that Bush was running the
risk of driving conservatives to
Buchanan.
E
The former presidential candi—
date told The Associated Press in
an interview: "I don‘t think it does
broaden (the base) when you take
that approach. That‘s the approach
that we tried in the last two presi—
dential elections. We end up shoot—
ing ourselves in the foot."
Bauer also criticized one idea
broached at the meeting, having a
gay Republican speak at this
summer‘s Republican National
Convention.
"I think it would be bizarre to

Renowned Gay Erotic Film
__ LOS ANGELES — The gay
erotic film world was stunned to
learn that one the most illustrious
directors in the gay film business,
Steve Cadro, was found brutally
murdered in his apartment in his
native city of Budapest, Hungary.
While details of Mr. Cadro‘s mur—
der remain vague, Hungarian au—
thorities have conducted an
exhaustive search and have appre—
hended a suspect. The suspect,
identified as Mr. Cadro‘s former
model named "Sanyi" has been
charged with the crime. Authorities
believe that "Sanyi‘" had attempted
to extort money from Mr. Cadro for
modeling services. When Mr.
Cadro refused "Sanyi‘s" request,
authorities concluded that the sus—
pect stabbed and bludgeoned Mr.
Cadro to death.
Hungarian officials have not
officially ruled whether Mr.
Cadro‘s death was in fact a hate
crime, but representatives at Cadro
Films believe that the murder may
have been motivated by the
suspect‘s suspicion and hatred for
gay people.
"We are absolutely heart—bro—
ken by this tragic event," says a
grief—stricken Ginetto Di Masolo,
Mr. Cadro‘s producing partner of
many years. "Not only has the gay
world lost a wonderful and talented
filmmaker whose caring, exquisite
renderings of gay sensuality are
loved the world over, but I have lost
one of my dearest friends.
Mr. Cadro is best remembered
for his sensitive and romantic de—
pictions of gay sexuality. One of

the hallmarks of Mr. Cadro‘s work
is his meticulous attention to char—
acter development, location, and
model selection. The majority of
Cadro‘s films are set in exotic lo—
cations such as Hungary, Indone—
sia, Thailand, and the Canary
Islands where filming of gay
erotica is hazardous at best.
"Steven was obsessed with making
movies that were not only beauti—
ful, but also possessed a sense of
mystery and intrigue," says Mr. Di
Masolo, "His talent for presenting
gay sexuality in a romantic and ide—
alized style is unparalleled. He will
be sorely missed."

Bush

Meets With

pick somebody to speak at the con—
vention based on their sexual pref—
erence, because once you go down
that road, why don‘t you pick a
transvestite?" Bauer asked.
Gore
spokesman
Doug
Hattaway was quick to pile on from
another direction, saying, "Bush
owes too much to anti—gay leaders
like Pat Robertson and Jerry
Falwell to deliver anything for the
gay and lesbian community."
Bush aides dismissed a
Buchanan challenge. They told re—
porters there were none of the "stra—
tegic underpinnings" in place for a
successful third—party campaign,
such as an issue not being ad—
dressed by the major party candi—
dates or an overwhelming
personality running.
Advisers noted that Bush has
edged ahead of Gore in many of the
latest polls taken since Bush and
his Democratic rival, Vice Presi—
dent Gore, virtually cinched their
nominations on March 7.
The campaign sees that as proof
the scars from Bush‘s rough pri—
mary campaign have healed. In
fact, Bush said he planned to meet
May 9 in Pittsburgh with his chief

Gay Republicans

Republican presidential candidate George W. Bush, right, speaks after
meeting with gay Republicans on April 13, in Austin, Texas. Members of
the group, from left are, Steve Gunderson, former Congressman. now of
Washington, D.C.; Donald Capoccia, of New York, N.Y; and James L.
McFarland, of Milwaukee, Wisc.

(AP Photo/Harry Cabluck)

rival for the nomination, Arizona
Sen. John McCain.
Bush is hoping for a McCain

endorsement, "but I don‘t know if
it will happen as a result of the
meeting," he said.

FoUnd Murdered
Cadro‘s memory and soon to
inspired by William Shakespeare‘s Mr.
Mr. Cadro‘s most recent film play;
be
released
in addition to
and
Country
Tails,
which
Loss ofInnocence is currently one pays homage to Mr. Cadro‘s native keeping the gaywork,
community
abreast
of the top ten gay erotic releases Hungary.
of
the
developments
in
the
investi—
according to Adult Video News, Cadro Films has set up a spe— gation surrounding Mr. Cadro‘s
with the DVD version being rated cial website devoted to honoring death at www.cadrofilms.com.
the number one gay erotic release
in the United States. Arepresen—
tative for Cadro Films states that Pa« FUDGE — NIOXIN — PAUL MITCHELL — SEBASTIAN —
Mr. Cadro was able to complete at [+4
fﬁW
least 10 films before his untimely
death. Some of these soon to be Ufat
)
released titles include Volcanoes, f
which is set in Spain‘s Canary Is— d
DABBLEG
HAIR COMPANY
lands; Called For Duty , a military F4 "takin‘ care
of business"
themed erotic film set on board an i
since 1985
aircraft; an all—maleerotic version
of A Midsummer Night‘s Dream o
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Mississippi Legislature Approves Homosexual Adoption Ban
By GinaPress
HollandWriter Baptists
gross moment of injustice in
leader urgedand theMethodists
defeat of thepressed
ban. asourahistory."
Associated
The Association
Tupelo—based
American
ahead with a lobbying effort forthe Family
JACKSON,
Miss.
(AP)—
Mis—
had
led
aphone
bill.
sissippi
lawmakers
have
prohibited
call
lobbying
effort
at
the
Capitol
~
Senators
voted
for
the
ban
with—
gay
couples
from
adopting
children
in
the
past
month.
State
director
out
debate
and
without
opposition.
will likely
have to go to court "There was pressure from the Mike
Crook
saidrecognized
gay couplesin other
who
toanddefend
the
ban.
have
unions
religious
right,
and
they
caved
into
Gov.toRonnie
Musgrove
is ex—re— that pressure even though they come
states toshould
not betoadopt
allowedchil—to
pected
sign
the
ban
which
Mississippi
were
aware
that
it
would
be
liti—
ceived19.final legislative approval gated.
Thissaidis Ingebretsen.
justan invitation to dren."Since there‘s waiting lists for
Apt.
litigate,"
Whenthehe does,
Mississippi
will
outhomosexuals
there already, adopt
why should
Most family
senatorsvalues.
said the proposal kids
become
third
state
with
a
law
we
let
chil—
bolsters
forbidding
homosexual
couples
dren?"
Crook
asked.
"Morally,
we
did
the
from adopting.
The
others
are Utah,
Opponents maintained that the
which
passed
a
law
this
spring,
and
Florida.
Some other
states have
policies
banning
the
adoptions.
Supporters
said theofgay
moveunions
was
fueled
by
recognition
in Vermont.
unidentifiedgay
couple hop—by
ingtheAnpassage
toadopt
was
disappointed
ofthe
billstate
and may
be
involved
in
a
lawsuit,
Ameri—
can
Civil Liberties
director David
Ingebretsen
said.
Mississippi‘sdebate
over same—
sex
adoptions
took
an
unusual
turn
when the state‘s top Episcopal
state
care

has many

who

need

children

in

foster

permanent

and gay parents should

and

homes

not be ex—

Three

cluded.

Hillman

said

his

Frazier,

D—Jack—

colleagues

were

"This is a very hot topic around

said.

"This

bill

is

really unnecessary and doesn‘t ac—
complish much."
Lt.

Gov.

Senate

right
thing," said Sen. David Jordan, D—
Greenwood.
§
Sen. Ron Farris, R—Hattiesburg,
said sodomy is a crime in Missis®
sippi.
"A homosexual relationship
implies the exercise ofillegal ac—
tivities and no child should be per—
mitted to enter that type of setting,"
Farris said.
Before the vote, Mississippi‘s
Episcopal bishop said through a
spokeswoman that lawmakers
should "prayerfully examine all
evidence before passing a bill that
our descendants may look back on
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In the Memphis Area
Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
First Congregational Church — 278—6786

First Untied Method/st Church — 527—8362
Holy Trinity Community Church — 320—9376
;
Idlewild Presbyterian Church — 726—4681 —
Living Word Christian Church — 276—0577
Memphis Friends Meeting — 323—3196
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church — 756—5433
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479
Safe Harbor MCC — 458—0501
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 276—4104
St. Patrick Catholic Church — 527—2542
St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1312
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Rd.) — 754—4241
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Amy

"had

number

of

an

Tuck

said

the

insurmountable

people

that

had

that

was

the

ago,

banned

Mississippi
gay

couples

The latest proposal Whlch takes
effect July 1, says "adoption by
couples of the same genderis pro—
hibited."
"It‘ s unconstitutional. When it‘s
challenged in federal court it won‘t
stand," said Eric Ferrero, a spokes—
man for the ACLU.
The ACLU is in court fighting
Florida‘s law and is challenging
policies in other states.

re—

the nation. They wanted to make a
he

like

from marrying.

sponding to political pressure.

statement,"

felt

years

lawmakers

Sen.

son,

we just

right thing to do."

con—

tacted the office in support ofthat,

Louisiana Suggests Delaying Definitive

Ruling on 195—year—old Sodomy Law
By Alan Sayre
Associated Press Writer

Prosecutors

contended

that

the

woman was too intoxicated to give

voluntary consent. Both Smith and

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — State
attorneys offered anything but a
spirited defense of Louisiana‘s
195—year—old sodomy law Apr. 11,
suggesting the state Supreme Court
delay a potential landmark decision
on whether oral sex between con—
senting adults should be a crime.
The high court took up two sets
of cases: one in which a man was
acquitted of aggravated sex of—
fenses but convicted of crime
against nature for engaging in vol—
untary oral sex with a woman, and
several involving prostitutes accused
of felony solicitation of oral sex.
In the background was a civil
suit filed by a gay rights group that
challenges the crime against nature
law, which forbids all oral and anal
«sex, as an invasion of privacy. A
judge in Orleans Parish has thrown
out the law, but that case was not
taken up by the Supreme Court.
Since 1992, opponents have
won favoriable court rulingsin at—
tempting to throw out sodomy laws
in Tennessee, Georgia, Maryland,
Arkansas and Puerto Rico.
In the case of Mitchell Smith,
convicted in Orleans Parish, the 4th
Circuit Court of Appeal ruled that

the

woman

gaged

testified

that they

judge convicted Smith of the lesser
charge of crime against nature, still

a felony, and gave him a suspended
sentence.

Orleans Parish Assistant District
Attorney Val Salino suggested the
Supreme Court sidestep the privacy
issue

and

simply

order

Smith

bade

enforcement

of

the

crime

against nature law in New Orleans
at the time of Smith‘s conviction.
"That gives the court the oppor—
tunity to decide this‘ issue (Smith‘s
conviction)
privacy

without taking up the

issue,"

said

Salino,

sug—

gesting that the civil suit would be a
better forum to tackle that question.
The Louisiana Constitution, un—
like the U.S. Constitution, contains
a privacy clause that is at the cen—
ter of the debate over the sodomy
law.
But
Dyer

Smith‘s

III,

said

case would
to

be

attorney,

publicity

invite felony

lodged

against

Byrne

over

consenting

"What

we‘re

going

to

have

rooms.

It‘s

people

the

state

‘you‘ve

telling

these

committed

In one of the few remarks from
the bench, Justice Jeffrey Victory
pointed out that although Smith and
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and

ac—

quitted. He said a court order for—

the crime against nature law vio—
lated privacy rights when it is ap—
pliéd to private contact between
T
glitz}! pay .

Black

en—

in oral sex voluntarily. The
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his partner both admitted having
oral sex, only Smith was convicted
of a crime.
The prostitution cases centered
around commercial solicitation of
oral sex, which carries up to five
years in prison, versus solicitation
of prostitution, defined as offering
intercourse for money, which carries
a maximum ofsix months in Jall
Several criminal judges in Or—
leans Parish have thrown out the
commercial oral sex law on vari—
ous grounds, including violation of
the federal constitutional guarantee
against cruel and unusual punish—
ment and violation of the equal pro—
tection clauses of the state and
federal constitution. One judge also
cited the 4th Circuit‘s decision in
the Smith case.
Salino said it was within the le—
gal right of the Legislature to treat
commercial intercourse and oral
sex differently.
But Cassandra Caswell, with the
Tulane Law Clinic, said that al—
though it is not clear why, the Leg—
islature specifically removed the
description "with the mouth" from
the sodomy law in 1942.
Caswell said the debate centered
around undercover police officers‘
interpretation of whether oral sex
is being solicited, often in slang or
code. She contended that the law
gives police and prosecutors too
much arbitrary power to decide
whether to charge someone with a
felony or a misdemeanor.
Surveys of Americans‘ sex
practices also show that oral sex is
notunnatural conduct, Caswell ar—
gued.
j
Sharon Sitzer, an attorney with
the Louisiana Appellate Project,
said because of new laws dealing
with sex offenders, men and
women who solicit oral sex can be
required to register with police and
publicize their presence to neigh—
bors, Jandlords and schools in the
same manner as someone con—
victed of rape.
"It is excessive to label these
people a sexual offender," she said.
The court did not indicate when
it would rule.

Approved
diciary Committee Chairman Tho— The bill would create civil
mas"The
Littlecontinued
said. denial of these unions
as a legal framework paral—
lel
to
marriage.
legal protections, benefits and re— Same—sex couples would be able
sponsibilities
a smallbutvulner—
to theirlicense,justas
town clerk toopposite—
obtain a
able class of toVermont‘s
citizens tocivilgounion
diminishes theirhumanity, dignity, sex couples obtain marriage li—
freedom
said. and independence," he censes.
The civilby ajustice
unions then
Opponents made one last at— certified
of thewould
peace,be
temptvote.
to derail
thebill before
the judge ormemberofthe clergy,just
final
A Republican
represen—
as marriages.
tative proposed delaying the vote Breakups between civil—union
until Nov.
after the
elec— partners would be handled like di—
tions,
but the30,move
was falldefeated
vorces, through Family Court, al—
84—63.
though they would be called

Vermont Gay Union

By RossPress
SneydWriter
Associated
MONTPELIER,
Vt. (AP)
Vermont
lawmakers gave
final ap——
provaltheApr.state25 tothea first
bill that
would
make
in
the
na—
tion to give gay and lesbian couples
theGov.
benefits
ofmarriage.
. the
Howard
Dean
signed
bill Apr. 26.
The first civil unions ceremo—
niesThecouldfinaltakeHouse
placevoteafteron.accept—
July 1.
ing Senate amendments was 79—68.
"The granting of the equal pro—
tections
ofthe law bybenefits
providing
legal protections,
and there—
sponsibilities
flow from your
mar—
riage will notthat diminish
humanity,
your dignity, House
your free—
dom or independence,"
Ju—
Lambda Legal
Calls Civil
Unions Law a
‘Giant Step
Toward Equality‘
— LambdaFund
Le—
galNEW
DefenseYORK
and Education
commended
the
VermontVermont
legisla—
ture
Apr.
25
for
making
the first
state inandthegaynation
tomost
ex—
_ tend
to
lesbians
men
ofditionally
the protections
and with
rightsmar—
tra—
associated
riage."The possibilities: for our fami—
lies and, indeed, the shape ofour
movement
are forever
changed,"
said
Lambda
Legal
Director
Beatrice
Dohrn.
"Vermonters
are
tothoughtful
be commended
for
their
and fairminded delib—
erations. They are the first, but
certainly not the last, to take this
giant step toward equality."
Added Dohrn, "Vermont has
sent
ait signal
to the entire
nationto
that
is
no
longer
tolerable
deny
lesbians
andcouples
gay couples
the
respect
other
take
for
granted. When other states fol—
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be
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a daygayofcel—
ebration
lesbiansis and
men
incountry.
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throughout
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course we continue
to still look forward to the day
when wefully
win inthemarriage
freedom itself."
to par—
ticipate
Lambda Legal Defense and
Education
as a friend
the court to served
the Vermont
Supremeof
Court that last December ordered
the
state
legislature
to extend
all
the
rights
and
benefits
of
mar—
riage to same—sex couples. Long
at the forefront
nationalto
campaign
to win ofthethefreedom
marry,
Lambda
litigatedthat
the land—
mark
case
in
Hawaii
first
brought the discussion of mar—
riage rights for same—sex couples
to the nation‘s attention.

Bill

is

Suspended Pastor
Reappointed
law, said he still plans
so.
CHICAGO
(AP)serving
— A United
Generalto doConfer—
Methodist
minister
a one— enceIfthedoeschurch‘s
Methodist
year suspension
for blessing
a gay rules, he said,not hechange
anticipates
"onein
couple‘s
commitment
ceremony
ofMethodist
the shortest
appointments
has
been
notified
that
he
will
be
history."
reappointed to a one—year term as
was suspended indefinitely
pastor of a Chicago church effec— afterDella church
trial in March oflast
tive July 1. _.
year. But the suspension was re—
Bishop
C.
Joseph
Sprague
said
vised to one year by the church‘s
he was formally notifying the Rev. North
Central Jurisdictional Com—
Gregory
Dell
of
his
return
to
the
Appeals.
Thatsuspension
Broadway United Methodist mittee
is toSince
beonlifted
June
30. Dell has
Church,
where
Dell
was
first
ap—
his
suspension,
pointed
pastor
in
1995.
been serving
as head
of thetoIngays
All
Dell,suspended
54, wholastvowed
after
hehe Things
Charity,
a
ministry
was
year
that
would continue to perform same— and lesbians.
sex unions in defiance of church

dissolutions.
Civil—union
gain
all ofthe
benefitspartners
that thewould
state con—
fers through
marriage,
such
as
making
medical
decisions
on
be—
halfTheof partners
or inheritance.
state action,
however, has
noas Social
effect onSecurity.
federal programs, such
The biggest Senate change the
House
towhen
acceptthewasfirstmoving
upunions
the had
date
could be formed, to Julycivil1

instead of two months later under
the original
House measure.
Other
Senate
amendments
dealt
largely
with language and did not change
theAfterthe
substanceHawaii
of theSupreme
bill. Court
raised the possibility of same—sex
marriages
in 1993
—aprospect
the30
state‘s
voters
later
rejected
—
states and the federal government
passed
denying recognition to
same—sexlawsmarriages.

wWOLEF RIVER
PLUMBING & FMFMNG
RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
REPAIRS
REMODELING
NEW CONSTRUCTION
BACKFLOW
PREVENTION
NSTOLLEDC ERTFIEDREPAIRED
sEF 15+0
— 853—5506
WPOFESLICENSED «BOHDED

MASSAGE

NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST
GENTLE, RELAXING
FULL BODY MASSAGE
IN/OUT CALLS
161—7977
GIFT CERTIFICATES
THE MID—TOWNERS
Fun with a Ball
z New Friends — Old Friends
Maybe Even a Date!!
No Politics — Just Fun
Call
James Bailey 342—4630
or Linda Etherton 323—3111
Publishedas a publicservice of TheTriangle JournalNews.

As other denominations
tell you "No,"
we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES !"
First Congregational
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
An Open and Affirming Church
celebrating the image of God in every person
and the sacred value ofevery human life

Come and Visit Us!
Sundays at 9:00 & 10:30 am; Wednesdays at 6:00 pm
246 South Watkins « 278—6786 phone; 278—2071 fax
Rev. Cheryl Cornish, pastor
Rev. Scott Howell, associate pastor
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Reform

By MarkPressLavieWriter
Associated
JERUSALEM
—Therebyis
noReform
joy
inJewish
Israel rabbis
over(AP)aindecision
the United
States
to
approve
homosexual
unions.

Rabbis‘

ApproVaI of Gay Unions StirsTroubIe in Israel

Delicious Desserts » Hot, Hearty Breakfasts + Great Food Made To Order
Drive your carriage to Buns on the Run.
You‘ll get the royal treatment.
Buns on the Run
2150 Elzey Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 278—2867
(278—BUNS)
Open Monday 7am — 3pm
Tuesday through Friday 7am — 6pm
Saturday 7am — 2pm
ClosedSunday
Cooper—Young‘s meeting place

Pre Rice Pudding « Muffins + Brownies «

Food Fit For A Queen

German Chocolate Cithe «Lemon

* Omelettes + Pancakes « Blingzes + Homemade Biscuits and Gravy « krench Toast ®

Gay activists say that by turn—
ing down the option of sanctifying
same—sex unions, Reform rabbis in
Israel have pushed homosexuals
even further away from organized
religion.
, Under Israeli law, marriage is
under the control of the religious
establishment, and that means Or—
Everyone is unhappy, even
thodox. There is no civil marriage
gays.
here.
The March 29 decision by the
Rabbi Yehoram Mazor of the
Central Conference of American
local Reform rabbinical rule—mak—
Rabbis will make life in Israel
ing body said the U.S. resolution
harder for the tiny Reform move—
is irrelevant to the Israeli experi—
ment on all fronts, religious lead—
ence and would affect few. The gay
ers said. Conservative and
community here, he said, is not in—
Orthodox Jews reject the decision
terested in religion.
and local Reform leaders are un—
Gay activist Amit Kama, whose
comfortable with it.
doctoral thesis addresses the
The decision by the U.S. body
mindset of Israeli gays, disagreed.
supports Reform rabbis who
"I don‘t think about getting mar—
choose to sanctify one—gender re—
ried by a rabbi because it‘s not a
lationships, and also supports those
feasible option," he said — just as
a person with no money would not
”BUYING ORSELLING
make plans to buy an expensive
car.
For Orthodox Jews, who accept
the Bible literally, there is no gray
area. Leviticus 18:22 states: "Thou
shalt not lie with mankind as with
womankind: it is abomination."
While homosexuals themselves
are not condemned, active single—
sex relationships have no place in
the Jewish religion, said Orthodox
Rabbi Avraham Ravitz, a religious
hard—liner.
"Let‘s say a man has the ten— .
dency to steal," he said. "Is he a
thief? No. He‘s a thief only if he
e s
Homosexuals should learn
WOODLAND steals."
to control their urges, he said.
Reform Rabbi Levi Weiman—
377*1057
REALTOR® MLSs Kelman
explained that Reform Ju—
gmx®@aol.com
or gienn#@glennmpore.com
Plate Luncles s Lots of Yegagies~ ® Cornbread : Homemade Bread « Iriendliy Service
who choose not to. It might lead to
a break withthe Conservatives, al—
lies of Reform Jews in the struggle
for recognition and legitimacy in
Israel.
Though they elected not to fol—
low the American ruling, Reform
leaders in Israel worry that it will
put them out of step with Israeli
society.
Orthodox rabbis say it rein—
forces what they believed all along
— that Reform Judaism is not au—
thentic Jewish practice.
Moshe Gafni, an ultra—Orthodox
lawmaker, said the decision of the
Reform rabbis in the United States
is additional proof that they have
abandoned Judaism. "This is a
crazy gang, a gang of clowns
whose behavior is simply disgust—
ing. They act totally against the
Torah, like animals," he said.

Grilled Chicken Breast Sandwich « Greek Salad «Grilled Spimach and Mushroom Sandwich «
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daism sees the Bible as "the con—
stantly being revealed word ofGod
for each generation." Reform Ju—
daism disregards biblical precepts
that don‘t fit modern society.
The Reform movement claims
about 10,000 members in 24 con—
gregations in Israel. There are 50
Conservative synagogues with
about 7,000 members.
In comparison, there are thou—
sands ofOrthodox synagogues, and
about 20 percent of Israel‘s more
than 5 million Jews identify them—
selves as Orthodox. The rest call
themselves traditional or non—ob—
servant.
In North America, Reform and
Conservative Jews outnumber the
Orthodox.
Weiman—Kelman, whose
Jerusalem synagogue has been a
target of Orthodox demonstrations
in the past, does not believe the
ruling will affect relations, because
they couldn‘t get any worse.
"For those who already reject
our point of view, it doesn‘t make
them reject it more," he said.
The approval of same—sex
unions could lead to a split with the —
Reform movement‘s natural allies
— the more traditional Conserva—
tive movement.
The U.S. rabbis‘ decision came
as the two movements were en—
gaged in ajoint campaign offering
alternative wedding ceremonies to
heterosexual Israelis who reject the
Orthodox rabbinate, even though
their weddings are not officially
recognized.
>

After weeks ofjoint radio com—
mercials promoting alternate het—
erosexual weddings, the gay union
decision presents a problem. "Now,
we will have to reconsider," said
Rabbi Ehud Bandel, head of the
Conservative movement in Israel,
noting Conservatives‘ interpreta—
tion ofJewish religious law is simi—
lar to that of the Orthodox on
homosexual unions.
Israel needs alternative hetero—
sexual weddings, said Doniel
Hartman, an Orthodox rabbi with
moderate views. He estimated that
40 percent of Israeli couples reject
the Orthodox rabbinate and leave
the country to tie the knot, many
taking a short hop to nearby
Cyprus. Hartman supports Reform
and Conservative weddings and
single—gender ceremonies, to pro—
vide a Jewish identity to many who
feel rejected.
Gay activists like Uzi Even
watch this sparring with disdain.
Even said he and others appeared
before the local Reform rabbis and
asked them to go along with the
U.S. resolution, but were turned
down.
Weiman—Kelman said his con—
gregation welcomes homosexuals
as "full and active participants." He
said he has thought hard about what
he would do if a gay couple asked
him to perform a wedding cer—
emony. He doesn‘t have an answer.
"I would have to choose be—
tween my responsibility to my
congregants and my responsibility
to my colleagues," he said.

Navy Secretary: Military
Should Follow Society‘s
Lead on Gays
ANNAPOLIS, Maryland (AP) shouldn‘t be a driver ofthat, but a
— Secretary of the Navy Richard follower of the consensus of soci—
Danzig told an audience at the U.S. ety," he said.
Naval Academy that the military "It is really much more an issue
should notbe considered a testing for society—at—large as it is for the
military," he said. "The military
ground for gay—rights issues.
Responding to a question about isn‘t essentially a testing ground."
gays in military service, Danzig Defense Secretary William
said that American society "hasn‘t Cohen last month said he would
reached a consensus" on gay rights. create a special committee to inves—
"In the end, the military itself tigate anti—gay speech and harass—
ment after a Pentagon inspector
general‘s survey found that the
problems are commonplace in the
American military.
The Clinfon administration‘s
"don‘t ask, don‘t tell" policy per—
mits gays and lesbians to serve in
the military as long as they keep
their sexual orientation to them—
selves and commanders do not in—
quire
about it.
Recycle Us!
The Pentagon was forced to take
Share Us With a Friend a closer look at how the gay policy
is being implemented after the
Then, Recycle Us!
bludgeoning death last July ofa gay
Army private at Fort Campbell,
Kentucky. His killer, a fellow pri—
The Triangle Journal News is vate,
convicted and sentenced
printed on recycled paper. to lifewas
in prison.
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Corporate America
By Martha Irvine
Associated Press Writer

Increasingly Tapping Into Gay Market

Opening minds and easing com—
fort levels aside, experts say the
Internet is also helping the trend
along by making it easier for ad—
vertisers to target consumers who
frequent gay Web sites.
The sites are proving to be popu—
lar because they allow even clos—
eted gay people to socialize, check
information archives and even shop
"without fear of repercussions from
the guyat the hardware store, the
guy at the bank or even the people:
they see at church on Sunday," says
Jeffrey Newman, chief operating
officer of gfn.com, the Gay Finan—
cial Network, a new investing Web
site.
"Someone once said that the
Internet is the best place to be
openly closeted," Newman says.
While many Web sites track the
surfing habits of their customers
and share the information with
marketers, users of gay—oriented
Web sites are afforded a higher
measure of privacy because most of
these sites refuse to share such data.

CHICAGO (AP) — A decade
ago, the list of mainstream adver—
tisers willing to court the gay and
lesbian market had only a few
names — Subaru, Absolut vodka
and American Airlines among
them.
These days, corporate America
is increasingly willing to risk boy—
cotts from religious conservatives
to gain favor with what many be—
lieve is a lucrative market. Some
of the more recent companies to
target gay and lesbian consumers
include retailers Office Max and
Neiman Marcus, Alamo rental cars
and Hartford Insurance.
"There is a mainstreaming phe—
nomenon going on," says
Stephanie K. Blackwood, a partner
in Spare Parts Inc., a New York—
based company that helps compa—
nies market to gays. "The fear is
eroding faster than I ever thought
imaginable."

SUSAN
MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law

1545 Union Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
901—278—1004

|
,

feast

for:

ﬁiﬂ
" H
Mon., May 8
Mon., May 22
6 p.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
$t. John‘s United Methodist Church
%
;
(Peabody & Bellevue)
Feast for Friends is a service of Friends For life for the
HIV infected and affected community including people
living with HIV or AIDS, their friends, caregivers, family
and friends. While the dinner is free, those who are able
are requested to make a donation to offset expenses.
Advertising space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
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Early statistics on the use of
gay—oriented sites show a trend that
advertisers like.
The two leading sites, Gay.com
and PlanetOut, attracted more than
700,000people, combined, in Feb—
ruary, according to Media Metrix,
a research firm that tracks Internet
usage. Gay.com says its own re—
search puts its monthly visitor
count in the millions.
By comparison, The Advocate
— a leading twice—monthly na—
tional gay magazine — has a total
paid circulation of about $6,000.
"In the gay and lesbian world,
you‘ve never been able to reach
100,000 at one time," says Lowell
Selvin, CEO ofOnline Partners, the
parent company of San Francisco—
based Gay.com. "The reach and
ability to target a mass audience has
changed dramatically — and for—
ever."
It‘s an audience that while
sometimes difficult to quantify,
appears to be well worth finding for
advertisers.
Recent surveys conducted by
Greenfield Online, a Connecticut—
based Internet research company,
found that the average annual
household income for gays and les—
bians is $57,000, compared with an
overall household average of
$53,000. Spare Parts estimates
there are. 15 million to 23 million
lesbians and gay men nationwide.
The income and Web numbers
have been enough to get the atten—
tion of Cleveland—based Office
Max, which is hoping gay consum—
ers will click on its ad on Gay.com
and order office supplies.
That the consumers might be
gay is secondary, says Office Max
. spokesman Steve Baisden.
"We‘re here to serve our cus—
tomers," he says. "We don‘t care
whether they‘re white, black, yel—

Michael! Wilke, a gay marketing and media historian, is photographed
outside his office in New York. CorporateAmerica is increasingly willing to
risk boycotts from religious conservatives to gain favor with gay and
lesbian consumers. (AP Photo/Ed Bailey)
low, gay or lesbian."
Experts say advertisers are also
noting that companies that took
early chances — American Air—
lines, for example, established a
gay marketing division in 1994 —
not only survived boycotts but

Aphiodite
would like to thank the
GLBT community for its
continued support
and for voting for us for the
Best Entertainer,
Outstanding Organization
and _
Helping Hands Awards in
the Gay and Lesbian
Pride Awards.
If it weren't for you,
we wouldn‘t be here.
Advertising space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
>

gained considerable market share.
That sentiment and an increas—
ing comfort with gay issues in gen—
eral has even caused some
members of the religious right to
throw up their hands, says Bob
Witeck, another marketer who
helps companies reach gay con—
sumers.
"Many people — even deeply
conservative people — will say,
‘It‘s just business,"" says Witeck,
partner in Washington—based
Witeck—Combs Communications,
whose clients include Coors Brew—
ing Co. and American Airlines.
Such an atmosphere of comfort
has seen Subaru using lesbian ten—
nis star Martina Navratilova as a
spokeswoman in one ofits latest
mainstream TV ads. "Who says
girls don‘t.know about cars?"
Navratilova says as she turns to the
camera with a sly smile. _
Still, while many companies are
advertising to gays, many prefer to
keep their intentions in the closet. .
Michael Wilke, a gay market—
ing and media historian based in
New York, says he‘s often gotten
the cold shoulder when trying to
get companies to talk about the
campaigns.
"It shows that companies are
willing to do this," Wilke says.
"But they‘re still not fully comfort—
able with it."

Battles

OverGayStudent Clubs Heatlng UpAcross the Nation

~ school— Wide seminars where
they bring transsexuals in to talk
about their lifestyle," said Pete
LaBarbera, a senior analyst for
the council. "Their reality is
there is much more going on
than meets the eye."
§
Many of the students head—
ing up the clubs dispute
LaBarbera‘s claims, saying they
only want safe, tolerant schools.
"Look, if this waselementary
school, this would bean issue,"
~said 16—year—old Sarah Austin,
president of her school‘s GSA
in Decatur, Ga. "But high school
students, and I mean all high
school students,have been hav—
ing sex since the beginning of
time.. And if they‘re not having
the beating deathtwo years ago — dren But this is about more than it, they are thinking about it. If

~—By Chelsea J. Carter
Associated Press Writer

Asstudents attempt to form
such clubs, they are being met
by resistance from parents,
_ ORANGE, Calif. (AP) — school officials and religious
Anthony Colin wanted a club at . leaders. Many say the clubs are
his high school where students an attempt by gay rightsadvo—
could get togetherand promote cates to get "their foot m the
tolerance of homosexuality.
door at schools." _
Instead, his proposed Gay—
Battle lines between parents
Straight Alliance Club has po— and club organizers have been
larized this Orange County drawn in California,Utah, Loui—
community, pitting those who —siana, Indiana andFlorida. In.
say schoolis no place for sexual Salt Lake City, a school district
issues against those whosay it‘s_ eliminated all—student clubs
the perfect place.
rather than allowa gay club.The
Since 1989, students have ruling is being appealed.
formed—more than 700 Gay— | It‘ s all being doneunder the
Straight Allianceclubs at high . : assumption that it will make it
schools across the country. safer for homosexual children. —
About half of those came after ~We‘re for protecting all chil—

of gay Wyoming college student > that. They are talking about cur—
MatthewShepard. _
riculum. ...To us, this is justan—
The Orange County debate other demonstration ... that there
has generated threats, court— is a broader agenda out there,"
room battles and heated school ‘said Ed Vitagliano, director of
— board meetings. During one research for American Family
scuffle, a student was arrested Association, a Mississippi—
for biting a principal.
based conservative watchdog
"This whole thing has organization. ‘We fully expect
stopped being about my club. once there is a GSA on a cam—
It’s become this debate about pus, it will open the door to a
" said Colin, 16, a sopho— wide range of things on campus
more at El Modena ngh — gay curriculum gay pride

you don‘t know that, you really
don‘t know what‘s going on at
schools."
.
That‘s exactly what concerns
parents in Orange County.
"That‘ s my job to talk with my
children about their sexuality. It
belongs at home, not at school,"
said parentJack McNiff.
Donna Sigalas, who is lead—
ing theparental opposition, said
<she has health concerns like
HIV and hepatitis.
"These people are not a ra—
‘cial minority. They are identi—
fied by their behavior," she said.
"Their behavior is what con—
cerns me."
se
— The Orange Unified School
District board unanimously re—
jected the club in December.

Colin sued, accusing the board
of violating the Equal Access
Act, which gives students the
rightto form clubs.
Afederal judge granted Colin
~a temporary injunction earlier
this year, allowing the club to
meet on the 2,000—student cam—
pus while his lawsuit against the
board winds its way through the
courts:
Many of the students at El
Modena say they just want to
see the controversy go away.
""I think it needs to be decided ©
and over with, so people can get
on with their lives," said 15—
year—old Emily Burningham. "I
don‘t like being known as the
girl who goes to the school with
a gayclub."

P—FLAG Holds Final Meeting at
St. John‘s, Ousted by Church

By

<the GLBT—community and
— within St. John‘s Church. —‘
«Sevenchurches contacted P—
About 40 people attended the
final meeting of P—FLAG at St. FLAG to offer sites for meeting
John‘s Episcopal Church on — space. These included: St.
John‘s United Methodist;
Greer on Thurs., Apr. 6.
P—FLAG received aletter Neshoba Unitarian, Calvary
from Warden —Lyndel Nickol_ Episcopal, St. Mary‘s Episcopal,
School.
days."
f dated Mar. 21 informing Dr. First Presbyterian, Holy Trinity
—
Although homosexual con—
But Kevin Jennings, execu— Arnold Drake, president of P— Community Church and Prescott
cerns — like protective laws
and is tive director of GLSEN, said his FLAG, that P—FLAG‘s lease Memorial Baptist.
Mesﬁylemareeptancef=
€ ‘organization doesn‘tseek out: —wouldnot berenewed Mar.31. __ GLBT community leaders
been discussed for decades — students nor does he use them —The letter did not give a reason lent their support at the meeting
dealing with them in public to promote activism.
‘for the termination, but provided as well, with representatives
«schools is recent. _
"That‘s ridiculous. We don‘t them 90 days to find an alterna- from the Coalition for Gay and
"Students are feeling more use children. We don‘t go to tive location.
Lesbian Religious Affairs, In—
comfortable and, therefore, a them. They come to us. Most of __ After inquiring as to the na— tegrity, Lesbian and Gay Coali—
little more courageous about them we never hear from until ture of the problem Dr. Drake tion for Justice, Memphis Pride,
coming forward ... and asking there‘s a problem like in Orange was informed that apparently P— Inc., Memphis Gay and Lesbian
about recognition for student ‘County," he said.
FLAG‘s national website carried — Community Center, Holy Trinity
clubs," said Julie Underwood of
Galen Newton, 18, said his a link to a pornography site. Community Church and Triangle
the National School Boards As— GSA club in West Des Moines, Despite the fact that it was im— . Journal News.
sociation, which represents the Towa, only contacted GLSEN mediately pulled after being
Why does P—FLAG mean so
country‘s 15,000 districts.
after it unsuccessfully tried to brought tothe organization‘s much to the community? Joyce
The clubs, supported by the get the school board to change — attention and despite the fact Stoddard, a P—FLAG member,
Gay, Lesbian andStraight Edu— its anti—bias policy.
that the site was a link of a link said, "It was clear to me that God
cation Network, also known as
‘"That‘s when we asked for of a link to the main P—FLAG directed me here. After attend—
* GLSEN, promote education and their help," he said.
site, the warden decided the ing the meeting for the first time,
tolerance of homosexuality.
Michael Kozuch, the faculty group would need to relocate.
everyone who spoke discussed
They also advocate someactiv— adviser for the GSA at Newton
Many were not completely the things that were occurring in
ism, such as changing anti—bias South High School in Newton, surprised by the move as they my own situation. They helped
policies at schools to include Mass., said his students spend have not felt very welcome in re— support me so that I could, in
sexual orientation.
much of their time hosting cent years. P—FLAG serves to turn, support my daughter."
Most schools prohibit bias or dances, going to conferences support families, while out—
Stoddard joined P—FLAG
discrimination because of gen— and showing movies "just like reaching to educate and advo— about a year and a half ago after
der, race and creed, but most other student clubs."
_
cate for the needs and concerns having become estranged from
don‘t include sexual orientation.
"They don‘t talk about sex. of GLBT people. It is comprised her lesbian daughter and credits
The National School Boards They talk about trying to edu— mainly of parents of GLBT— the support of the group with
Association has advised schools cate people about homophobia identified people, and helps par— empowering her to better accept
to treat such student clubs as and discrimination," he said.
ents come to terms with their her daughter‘s sexuality and
they would any other. .
But the Family Research child‘s sexual orientation.
mend their relationship.
"We‘re not saying give the Council, a Washington D.C.—
Despite the anger of several
After hearing the news of
clubs carte blanche. You can‘t based conservative research their problem, The Commercial attendees, Dr. Drake encour—
apply different rules to them. group, maintains that those edu— Appeal printed an article about _ aged, "...If you are feeling hate
._ But you can apply the same cation efforts are "much more the ouster, which triggered an in your heart, put it away ... we
rules to every club," Underwood radical than people think."
ABC/24 story on Mon., Apr. 3. have been guests here for 14
said.
j
Some of the clubs have had The ﬁrestorm reeled throughout : years ... its time to move on and
Daniel Forrest

Vestry

look ahead."
He reminded everyone to re—
flect on the positives of the situ—
ation, the fact that there was an
outpouring of support, and that
there were several new parents
who learned of the organization
because of the coverage the
group had received.
He also expressed concern for
the negative press that St. John‘s __
— was receiving as a result of the
issue. Dr. Drake plans to con—
tinue to offer the group s litera—
ture to the church in hopes that
they will continue to utilize the —
group as a referral to parents in
need of support for their GLBT
children.
—
Towards the end of the meet—
ing, a tearful apology was given
by Sarah L.C. Flowers, a mem—
ber of St. John‘s whose father
actually built the church, for the
way the group was being treated,
adding, "I don‘t want St. John‘s
to become so conservative that
God isn‘t here."
Mrs. Flowers, who had not
previously attended a P—FLAG
meeting, was concerned after
seeing the news article and be—
gan to inquire on her own. She
felt so strongly on the issue that
she wrote a letter to the editor
of The Commercial Appeal, call—
ing on the vestryto review its
hasty decision and allow the
group to continue meeting at St
John‘s,
The final resolution was that
the group elected to meet next
month at Prescott Memorial
Baptist Church and to consider
it as a possible permanent loca—
tion for the group.
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Mark Your Calendars Now!
Memphis Pride, Inc.
presents the
Annual Pride Parade & Festival
—Saturday, June 17, 2000
(More details next month)

A Handy 4—Page Pull—Out Reference to
Bars Restaurants and Other Mid—South
Resources

hus

The
Digestive Diseases
Awareness Month
Friday, April 28
+ Contemporary Botanicals:
The Shirley Sherwood
Collection — The Dixon
Gallery and Gardens —
761—5250 — running
through June 25
* Science of Sports — Pink
Palace Museum — 320—
6362
* "Fifty—One Percent"
sponsored by Now —
WEVL FM 90 — 1pm
* Annie Kling‘s "Kimono 2000"
— University of Memphis
Art Museum — 678—2224 —
5pm
* Memphis Gridiron presents
"Memphis 2000: The Year
of the Dragon or a 20"
Century Fox? You Figure
It Out." — Al Chymia
Shrine Temple — 272—
9363 — 7:30pm
* "The House at Pooh Corner"
— Harrell Performing Arts
Theatre — 853—3228 —
running through May 14
* "The Old Settler" — Memphis
Black Repertory Theatre
— 726—4656 — running
through May 14
f
* "Swingtime Canteen" —
Circuit Playhouse — 726—
4656 — running through
May 14
* "Light Up the Sky" — Play— :
house on the Square —
726—4656 — running
through May 21
* Carol Plunk — Movie and
Pizza Company — 8pm

Triangle

Journal

* "Stomp" — Orpheum Theatre —
525—3000 or 525—1515 —
running through April 30
* Miki Howard — New Daisy
Theatre — 363—6325 —
8:30pm
Saturday, April 29
+ Oxford Double Decker Arts
Festival 2000 (MS) —
Downtown Oxford — (800)
758—9177 — 10am
* Libertyland Amusement Park‘s
Opening Day — Mid—South
Fairgrounds — 274—1776 —
10am
+ Annual Crawfish Festival and
Artist Market — Overton
Square — 12:30pm
* Holy Trinity Community
Church — Casual & Contem—
porary Service — 5pm
+ Memphis Gridiron presents
"Memphis 2000: The Year of
the Dragon or a 20" Century
Fox? You Figure It Out." —
Al Chymia Shrine Temple —
272—9363 — Cocktails,
Dinner & Show — 6, 7 & 8pm
* Carol Plunk — Davis Kidd —
7pm
* "An Evening with Melba Moore"
— LeMoyne—Owen College —
726—6191 — 7:30pm
+ Memphis Symphony Orchestra
presents " A Salute to the
Academy Awards" — Eudora
Auditorium — 324—3627 or
525—1515 — 8pm
* The Lucy Opry presents Blue
Highway — Bartlett Perform—
ing Arts Center and Confer—
ence Center — 385—6440 or
867—9272 — 8pm
+ Dance Concert — Shelby State

2117

Peabody

901—278—6673

901—278—MORE

Calendar

of

Events

* Feast for Friends — St.
John‘s Methodist — 6:30pm
MAY

au

JUNGLE

Tuesday, May 2
Holocaust Remembrance Day
* Lesbians with Breast Cancer
— YWCA (766 South
Highland) — 7pm
© BGALA — 678—5719 — 7:30pm
* Integrity Book Group —
jonathantn@juno.com
* WCW Thunder — Mid—South
Coliseum — 274—3982

1474
MADISON

*

901—278—4313

*
OPEN 3—3

*

COME
"HANG OUT

*

WITH THE

*

GUays

*

Comrnunify College Theatre —
333—5174 — 8pm

Wednesday, May 3
Lumpy Rug Day
Rendezvous on the River — River
Terrace — 528—0001 —
5:30pm
z
Taizé — First Congregational
Church — 278—6786 — 6pm
Morgan Keegan First Wednes—
days — Brooks Museum —
. 544—6225 — 6:30pm
HIV / AIDS Support Group
(Jonesboro) — 7pm
Holy Trinity Community
Church — Service — 7pm
Living Word Christian Church
— Service — 7pm

Thursday, May 4
* FM 100‘s Sunset Serenade
(Kevin Paige) — Peabody
Sunday, April 30
Hotel Roof — 5:30pm
+ Millennium March on Wash—
* PFLAG — Call 761—1444 for
ington, D.C.
time & location
* Living Word Christian Church
* MXPX — New Daisy Theatre —
— Services — 10am & 6pm
525—1515 — doors open at
* Holy Trinity Community
7pm
Church — Service — 11am
* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares —
* Safe Harbor MCC — Services —
Prescott Memorial Baptist
— liam & 7pm
Church — 272—2116
* Bluff City Sports Association j
Softball — Wilson Field —
1pm
* Dance Concert — Shelby State
Community College Theatre —
333—5174 — 2:30pm
+ Carol Plunk — One More — 5pm
* Brothers and Sisters Bowling
— Cordova Lanes (7945 Club
Center Cove) — 5:45pm
+ Carol Plunk — The Bottom
Line — 8pm
Monday, May 1
* Lambda Group (Jackson, TN)
— Davis—Kidd Conference
Room — 6pm

Friday, May 5
Cinco de Mayo
* "Fifty—One Percent" spon—
sored by NOW, WEVL FM
90, 1pm
* Catholic Mass with Special
Invitation to Gays and
Lesbians — St. Patrick‘s
Cathedral — 7pm
* Beale Street Music Festival —
Downtown —525—1515
* Masterworks Concert VIII —
Eudora Auditorium — 324—
3627 — 8pm
Saturday, May 6
* Holy Trinity Community
Church — Casual & Contem—
porary Service — 5pm:
+ Beale Street Music Festival —
Downtown — 525—1515
+ Carol Plunk — Barley‘s (Jack—
son, TN) — 8pm
* Masterworks Concert VIII ——
Eudora Auditorium — 324—
3627 — 8pm
Sunday, May 7
* Living Word Christian Church
— Services — 10am & 6pm
* Holy Trinity Community
Church — Service — 11am
— Safe Harbor MCC — Services
— 1am & 7pm
* Bluff City Sports Association
Softball — Wilson Field —
1pm
* Rendezvous at the Dixon Family
Picnic — Dixon Gallery and
Gardens — 761—5250 — 1pm
* Masterworks Concert VIII —
Germantown Performing
Arts Centre — 324—3627 —
2:30pm

8528 Cooper Memphis, TN 36104
" Nan Lemons 2722853 Pat Crawford
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2865 Walnut Grove Road « 901—458—9955.
+ Carol Plunk — One More — 5pm
* Brothers and Sisters Bowling
— Cordova Lanes (7945 Club
Center Cove) — 5:45pm
* MGLCC Town Hall Meeting —
First Congregational‘s
Pilgrim Hall — 6pm
* Beale Street Music Festival —
Downtown — 525—1515
Monday, May 8
« Memphis Pride Meeting, Holy
Trinity, 32—PRIDE, 7:30pm
Tuesday, May 9
* Lambda Circle, First Congre—
gational Church — 278
6786 — 6:30pm
— Lesbians with Breast Cancer
— YWCA (766 South
Highland) — 7pm
* BGALA — 678—5719 — 7:30pm
Wednesday, May 10
+ Rendezvous on the River — River
Terrace — 528—0001 —
5:30pm
* Taizé — First Congregational
Church — 278—6786 — 6pm
* Holy Trinity Community
Church — Service — 7pm
— Living Word Christian Church
— Service — 7pm
+ "Arthur: A Live Adventure" —
Orpheum Theatre — 743—
2787 — running through May
14

s

Thursday, May 11
* FM 100‘s Sunset Serenade (5
That Framed O.J.) — Peabody
Hotel Roof — 5:30pm
* NOW Meeting — YWCA (766
South Highland) — 7pm
* Redbirds vs. Albuquerque —
AutoZone Park — 721—6000 —
7:05pm
* BGALA Board Meeting — 678—
5719 — 8pm
« Cotton Pickin‘ Squares —
Prescott Memorial Baptist
Church — 272—2116

* Greek Food Fest 2000 —
Annunciation Greek Ortho—
dox Church — 327—8177 _
Blister Agent — New Daisy
Theatre — 525—1515 — doors
open at 7pm
* Samantha‘s Ice Cream Social —
Memphis Marriott — 854—
2235 or 861—1553 — 7pm
Redbirds vs. Albuquerque —
AutoZone Park — 721—6000 —
7:05pm
* Germantown Symphony Orches—

tra Classical Concert —
Germantown Performing
Arts Centre — 757—7256
* ‘N Sync — Pyramid Arena — 521—
7909
525—1515
* Trinity Dinner Theatre pre—
sents "I Remember Radio" —
Trinity United Methodist
Church — 274—6895
— Miss TN 2000, Madison
— Flame, 10:30pm
Saturday, May 13
* GLAAD Media Workshop
(sponsored by LGCJ) ——
First Congregational —
8:30am
+ "A New Millennium of Afri—
can—American Renaissance
Authors" (sponsored by
Brothers United) — Ramada
Inn, 1471 Brooks Rd.—
11am (See Story on page
23)
+ Samantha‘s Ice Cream Social —
Memphis Marriott — 854—
2235 or 8611553 — 10am,
1pm & 4pm
* Holy Trinity Community
Church —. Casual & Contem—
porary Service — 5pm
* Redbirds vs. Albuquerque —
AutoZone Park — 721—6000 —
6:05pm
* "Come As Your Mother" Bingo
— Holy Trinity Community
Church — 7pm
« Memphis Bears Club Night —
Pipeline — 10pm
« Carol Plunk — Chequers
(Dyersburg, TN) — 10:30pm

Friday, May 12
"Fifty—One Percent" spon—
sored by NOW — WEVL FM
90 — 1pm

; PIPELINE
‘HRS: MON — SUN 2:00 P.M. — 3:00 A.M.
PH: (901) 726—5263

1382 Poplar
Memphis, TN 38104
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Percent" spon—
Tuesday, May 16 _ — "Fifty—One
Sunday,
May
14
sored
by
Now, WEVL FM
« AIDS Consortium Meeting —
Oth
Mother‘s
Day
90,
1pm
Aloy
United
Way
Building
(Union
* Living— Services
WordChristian
Church
Bota
+ Lindenwood Concerts —
Avenue) — 3pm
«Cireu
—
10am
&
6pm
Lindenwood
Christian
Church
Dabt
— Calvary Episcopal
* HolyChurch
Trinity— Service
Community— 11am — Integrity
— 458—1652 — 7:30pm
Fren:
— Worship & Dinner/
Frien
*
Great
Moments
in
Grand
Opera
Gyps
— Safe Harbor MCC— Services Program — 6:30pm & 7pm — 683—6774 — 7:30pm
MEMPHIS
AT PLAY
1268 Madion
725—1909
Memphis‘
Oldest Gay Bar

Open 24 hours

— liam & 7pm
* Redbirds vs. Albuquerque —
AutoZone Park — 721—6000 —
2:05pm
*+ Carol Plunk — One More — 5pm
Brothers and Sisters Bowling
— Cordova Lanes (7945 Club
Center Cove) — 5:45pm
+ Silent & Live Auction — Memphis
Jewish Community Center —
682—2406 — 6:30pm
+ WAC Meeting — 272—3638 —
7pm
— Carol Plunk — The Bottom
Line — 8pm
Monday, May 15
« Feast for Friends — St.
John‘s Methodist — 6:30pm
* Redbirds vs. Colorado Springs —
AutoZone Park — 721—6000 —
7:05pm
« Memphis Pride Meeting, Holy
Trinity, 32—PRIDE, 7:30pm

— Lesbians with Breast Cancer
— YWCA (766 South
Highland) — 7pm
— Redbirds vs. Colorado Springs —
AutoZone Park — 721—6000 —
7:05pm
* BGALA — 678—5719 — 7:30pm
Wednesday, May 17
* Redbirds vs. Colorado Springs —
AutoZone Park — 721—6000 —
3:05pm
* Rendezvous on the River — River
Terrace — 528—0001 —
5:30pm
* Taizé — First Congregational
Church — 278—6786 — 6pm
* HIV/AIDS Support Group
(Jonesboro) — 7pm
* Holy Trinity Community
Church — Service — 7pm
* Living Word Christian Church
— Service — 7pm
Thursday, May 18
+ FM 100‘sSunset Serenade
(Southern Lights) — Peabody
Hotel Roof — 5:30pm
* Carol Plunk — Elks Lodge
(Jackson, TN) — 7pm
* Train — New Daisy Theatre —
525—1515 — doors open at
7pm
+ Redbirds vs. Colorado Springs —
AutoZone Park — 721—6000 —
"
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares —
Prescott Memorial Baptist
Church — 272—2116
* "Be Careful What You Pray For"
— Orpheum Theatre— 525—
3000 or 525—1515 — running
through May 21
* "Parallel Lives" (based on the
Kathy and Mo Show) —
Theatre Memphis — 682—
48323 — running through June

Saturday, May 20
Armed Forces Day
* Holy Trinity Community —
Church — Casual & Contem—
porary Service — 5pm
+ Symphony in the Gardens —
Dixon Gallery and Gardens —
761—5250 — 6pm
« Memphis TransGender
Alliance — memphisgroup
@usa.com — 7pm
* The Lucy Opry presents The
Nashville Bluegrass —
Bartlett Performing Arts
and Conference Center —
385—6440 or 867—9272 —
8pm
« Aphrodite On the Road —
Benefit for Human Beings
Care — The Other Side,
Jackson, Tenn. — 10 pm
—Tsarus Club Night — Pipeline —
10pm
Sunday, May 21
* Living Word Christian Church
— Services — 10am & 6pm
« Holy Trinity Community
Church — Service — 11am
* Safe Harbor MCC — Services
— liam & 7pm
— Bluff City Sports Association
Softball — Wilson Field —
1pm
* Great Moments in Grand Opera
— 683—6774 — 3pm
+ Carol Plunk — Huey‘s (Mid—
town) —4pm
* James Hyter — St. Luke‘s
United Methodist Church —
452—6262 — 5pm
* Brothers and Sisters Bowling
— Cordova Lanes (7945 Club
Center Cove) — 5:45pm
« WAC Meeting — 272—3638 —
7pm
Monday, May 22
Friday, May 19
* Lesbian and Gay Coalition for
+ Carol Plunk — Shannon‘s _
Justice (LGCJ) — Main
Street Café (Jackson, TN)
Library (Meeting Room A) —
— 11:30am
7pm

Holy
Inz &
Lam
Lave
Paris
Playl
Safe
Star)

Bill Johns

Larry Timmerman
Antique

UHarebouse Mall

2553 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
(901)323—0600

=

AUNTIQMEM@AOL.COM
Members of American Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates

Tuesday, May 23
— Integrity Board Meeting

—

Calvary Episcopal = 6:30pm
— Lesbians with Breast Cancer
— YWCA (766 South
Highland) — 7pm

I—

of

z
Businesses and
Other Points of Interest

*

; gloysius

AutoZone Park — 721-6060 —
7:05pm
* BGALA — 678—5719 — 7:30pm

Clubs and Restaurants
1. Amnesia

4

2: Backstreet

Mt

3. Café Cali

otanica

Wednesday, May 24
* Redbirds vs. Oklahoma —
AutoZone Park — 721—6000 —
3:05pm
* Rendezvous on the River — River
Terrace — 528—0001 —
5:30pm
* Taizé — First Congregational
Church — 278—6786 — 6pm
— Holy Trinity Community
Church — Service — 7pm
* Living Word Christian Church
— Service — 7pm

a

2
6.
7:
8.

Playhouse

. Dabbles
; French Quarter Inn
# guzzgsgfor Life

2nd Street
3rd Street

Holy Trinity Church

Inz & Outz
C
. Lambda Center
. Lavender Earth
Paris Theatre

18:
11.
12.
13.

4th Street
3
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+ Redbirds vs. Oklahoma —

(D

National Tap Dance Day
FM 100‘s Sunset Serenade
(Beat Generation) — Peabody
Hotel Roof — 5:30pm
Redbirds vs. Oklahoma —
AutoZone Park — 721—6000 —
7:05pm
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares —
Prescott Memorial Baptist
Church — 272—2116
W.C. Handy Blues Awards —
Orpheum Theatre — 525—
1515

Friday, May 26
— "Fifty—One Percent" spon—
sored by Now — WEVL FM
90 — 1pm
+ BWMT Safe Sex Workshop &
Welcome Reception —
Overton Square — 276—
0168 or 523—8855
« MGLCC Town Hall Meeting —
First Congregational‘s
Pilgrim Hall — 6pm
* Redbirds vs. Oklahoma —
AutoZone Park — 721—6000 —
7:05pm
+ "Ten Little Indians" —
Germantown Community
Theatre — 754—2680 —
running through June 11
* "Gross Indecency: The Three
Trials of Oscar Wilde" —
Circuit Playhouse — 726—
4656 — running through
June 25
* Carol Plunk — The Flying
Saucer — 9:30pm

Sunday, May 28
— Living Word Christian Church
— Services — 10am & 6pm
+ Holy Trinity Community
Church — Service — 11am
* Safe Harbor MCC — Services
— liam & 7pm
|_
« BWMT Redbirds Game —
AutoZone Park Sky Box—
276—0168 or 523—8855 —
2pm
r
"Redbirds vs. Omaha — AutoZone
Park — 721—6000 — 2:05pm
* Brothers and Sisters Bowling
— Cordova Lanes (7945 Club
Center Cove) — 5:45pm
— BWMT Fish Fry — Joe‘s
house — 276—0168 or 523—
8855 — 7pm
Monday, May 29
Memorial Day Observed
+ BWMT Brunch — Location
TBA — 276—0168 or 523—
8855 — Time TBA
* Redbirds vs. Omaha — AutoZone
Park — 721—6000 — 2:05pm
« Memphis Pride Meeting, Holy
Trinity — 32—PRIDE —
. 7:30pm
Tuesday, May 30
Memorial Day
— Lesbians with Breast Cancer
— YWCA (766 South
Highland) — 7pm
* Redbirds vs. Omaha — AutoZone
Park — 721—6000 — 7:05pm
+ BGALA — 678—5719 — 7:30pm
Wednesday, May31
+ Rendezvous on the River — River
Terrace — 528—0001 —
5:30pm
* Taizé — First Congregational
Church — 278—6786 — 6pm
* Holy Trinity Community
Church — Service — 7pm
* Living Word Christian Church
— Service — 7pm

QAOJ‘D
murgM

.

Street

wefdog

.

Front

Events

Saturday, May 27 $
« BWMT Picnic — Shelby Farms
— 276—0168 or 523—8855
« Holy Trinity Community
Church — Casual & Contem—
porary Service — 5pm
* Redbirds vs. Omaha — AutoZone
Park — 721—6000 — 6:05pm
+ BWMT After Glow Reception
— Vince‘s house — 276—
0168 or 523—8855 — 9pm

Marne St.
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The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but have
not been charged. All phone numbers are
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
(* Indicates TUN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
# 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station # 683—9649.
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454—
7765.
*
Paris Adult Entertainment Center®*: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd # 396—
9050.
—
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd = 744—
4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
,
Amnesia*: (Closed for—remodeling) 2866
Poplar # 454—1366.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street = 276—
5522.
f
<6
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French Quar—
ter Suites, 2144 Madison # 728—4000.
Buns on the Run: 1528 Madison # 278—
2867 (278—BUNS). =
>,
Café Cali*: 430 North Cleveland # 276—
4604.
Chaos*: 60 South Front # 578—VIBE (8423).
Crossover*: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
MS # 601—327—0942.
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—8078.
501 Club*: 111 N. Claybrook =
In the Grove*: 2865 Walnut Grove Road #
458—9955.
+
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Jake‘s Place: 356 N. Main # 527—2799.
K.A. Karma: 394 North Watkins = 276—
5566.
Lorenz*: 1528 Madison # 274—8272.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison = 278—
9839..
Metro Memphis*: 1349 Autumn # 274—
8010.
&
— N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE
(6673).
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Air—
ways Blvd. #701 # 396—1969, 3727 South
Mendenhall # 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
P & H Caie*: 1532 Madison Ave. = 274—
9794.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon,
MS # 601—767—9500.
_
f
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.
CARDS & GIFTS
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper = 728—
6535.
GGS Gourmet: # 278—6218 or on the web
at GGSGourmet.COM
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi—
._ dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates #
327—6165.

coMMUNITY anoups
__ Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda Center = 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club » Box 42174,
Memphis 38174.
%
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 578 Harrell St., Mem—
phis 38112 # 320—0000 or 274—8321.
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis
38122.
BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lesbian Awareness): # 729—3915. —
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157 # 276—
0168 or 276—4762.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41803,
Memphis 38174—1803 # 682—9928.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: #
465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club » Meets Thurs.,
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 2298
Elzey, Memphis 38104 # 272—2116.
Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
motivation/support/social group. Meets 1st
& 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues, 1902
Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
crpegues @aol.com.
.
4F: Leather/Levi group » 3663 Appling Lake
Dr., Bartlett 38133.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDS Service Organization * 1384 Madi—
son, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #
278—AIDS.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Wor—
ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible
study: Wed. 7 pm; 3430 Summer # 320—
9376.
3
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Calvary
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd = 525:
6602.
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Mem—
phis Lambda Center # 901—427—1500 for
information.
s
Living Word Christian Church: Worship _
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm ®
340 N Garland # 276—0577.
Loving Arms (Services for HIV+ Women
& Their Children): Shelia Tankersley,
P.O. Box 3368, Memphis, TN 38173 #
725—6730.
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 # 335—
MAGY for info; website:www.geocities.
com.westhollywood/1772/.
Memphis Bears Club: PO Box 111094, —
Memphis 38111—1094 # 276—4823, e—
mail:
http//members.xoom.com/
memphisbears. —
Memphis Centerfor Reproductive Health:
~ 1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Cen—
ter (MGLCC): Box 41074, Memphis 38174
# 324—4297.
Memphis Lambda Center*: Meeting place
for 12—step recovery programs « 1488
Madison # 276—7379, 726—6293, 527—
1461, or 327—3676.
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for
Justice: Box 241363, Memphis 38124 e—
mail: Igcj@gaymemphis.com, web page:
__http:/www.gaymemphis.com/gc}.
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Bi—
sexual, & Transgendered Pride Events ®
Box 111265, Memphis 38111 = 32—

Printers Ink
Desktop
Publishing &
Design

(901) 454—1411
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PRIDE, e—mail: MphsPride@aol.com.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
— Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United:
41 S. Century, Memphis, 38111.
National Organization for Women (NOW):
Box 40982, Memphis 38174 # 578—3286
or e—mail at memphisnow @hotmail.com.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Alco—
holics): Memphis Lambda Center # 276—
7379 or 454—1414.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
& Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Mem—
phis 38187—2031 # 761—1444.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 # 1—901—
664—6614 for information, e—mail:
burtren@aeneas.com
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center #
454—1414.
Safe Harbor MCC: 2117 Union Ave., Chapel
# 458—0501.
5
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Western Dance Club.
Southern Sisters: Support group for
transexual women (male to female) #
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progres—
sive Christian Church » Sun. Service 6:30
p.m., meets at the Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Sunshine Travélers: Meets every other
Tuesday at 7 pm at The Jungle, # 788—
4PLA (4752)
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409 # 357—
1921.
The Mid—Towners Bowling League: #
323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
James Bailey.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club » Box 41082,
Memphis 38174—1082.
£
U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA
c/o Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
M 38152 =
278—5825 email:
bgala@cc.memphis. edu.
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ., MS
38677 =
662—234—1258 email:
glba@olemiss.edu, website: http://
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/giba.
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and commu—
nity. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info 131F
Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
= 678—3339.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
COUNSELING
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union Ave.,
Ste. 315 # 726—1284.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
Fully Alive! A center for personal enrich—
ment. Susan Taranto, MPS & Carol
Schlicksup, MA. Individual, couples &
group therapy. # 323—2078 » Sliding fee
scale.
Gary Gardia, M.Ed.,LCSW: Midtown loca—
tion; grief, loss; Lesbian,Gay &
transgender; individuals, couples # 527—
1098.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psy—
chological Counselor» Simmons, Kelman
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste 316
# 369—6050.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist ®
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
767—1066.
A
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: # 578—
©9107.
—
M. Todd Puckett, MS: Individual & group
therapy. « 5180 Park Ave, Ste. 125 #
869—0300 ext. 1 « Sliding fee scale avail—
able.
Jim Shaw, MA, PhD, CMSW: # 327—4055.

Resources —

J. Kent Usry, CMSW: Individual, couples,
bereavement & sexuality counseling. #
578—9107.
DENTAL SERVICES
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist » 79
North Cooper = 685—5008.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, account—
ing, estate planning # 753—1413.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305 #
458—0152.
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith
Barney Inc., 1661 International Dr., Ste.
200 # 818—4134, 800—227—4146, fax: 818—
4233.
FLORISTS
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, # 274—5767, 1—
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 # 278—
5002.
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/print—
ing service—resumés, thesis, manuscripts,
etc. # 795—4308:
J.W. Hlustrations: Pen & Ink drawing of
homes # 386—8193.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—1411.—
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
processing & printing services. Full color
post card advertising. Call # 452—2766 or
e—mail; btag69a @ prodigy.com.
See—S: Portraits & photography #327—3760.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: # 1—888—340—
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—
9pm).
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431
(24 hr. help & information for Lesbians,
Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 324—GAYS
‘* 24—hrs. Live Operators 7:30—11pm.
Human Rights Campaign: # 327—2677,
jmaynard2 @ earthlink.net
LINC: # 725—8895. _.
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth —
hotline (Mon.—Fri., 3—9pm) # 1—800—399—
PEER.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: = 274—
7477. _
Transvestite—Transexual National

lS-Iotline: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
at.).
SERVICES
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney At Law: 200
Jefferson Ave. # 529—8888.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 1545
Union Ave. # 278—1004.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
806, # 728—4000.
LODGING
ABC (Affordable Basic Comfort) Retreat:
Nightly/weekly rates on smoking and non— f
smoking rooms # 377—7701.
French Quarter Suites: 2144 Madison #
523—8912.
The King‘s Cottage: Newly renovated, 87—
89 Clark Place, Midtown Memphis # 722—
8686, www.thekingscottage.com.
MASSAGE SERVICES
ABC A Bodywise Company Retreat: Re—
laxing therapeutic, full—body massage/
sports massage. Biorhythm charting. By
appointment. # 377—7701.
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
Massage by Michael: # 278—5475.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
sage by appointment. # 761—7977.
MEDIA
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine
* Box 771948, Memphis 38177—1948, #
682—2669,
Fax:
685—2234,
email: FamilyMag@aol.com, http://

members.aol.com/familymag/ —

homepage.html.
Recovery Times: Free monthly newspa— —
per focusing on addictions & recovery.
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, & Nash—
ville TN # (901) 377—7963.
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink «
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
# 454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, email:
memphisTJN@aol.com, website:
memphis
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Antique Warehouse: 2563 Summer # 323—
0600.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
express your sympathy to family, friends,
co—workes, clients. = 578—9107;
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Biorhythm Charting. Nuemerology, Tarot
Reading, Chinese Astrological Lunar
Placement Interpretation and Yin Yang
Sticks. Personal consultations by appoint—
ment only: # 377—7701.
Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—6100.
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper = 725—
0521.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & appli—
ance repair # 274—7011.
R Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
vate functions » Lisa Gray (The Peabody
Hotel) # 726—5910.
g
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
2853.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
in greeting cards for lovers only « P.O.
Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser— —
vice & repair, Heating & A/C. « 1447
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An—
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish—
ings » 2228 Central # 725—0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
exp., ref., onsight est., « # 274—0281
evenings or weekends.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
housesitting by competent, caring couple
# 726—6198.
—
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis # Busi—
ness: 377—1075.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
272—STAR.
The LimoConnection: # 521—0331.
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
Gatewood # 481—7900.
—
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar # 682—
2170.
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop & Groom—
ing Salon « 3700 S. Mendenhall # 794—
3047 or 365—9716.
Vantek: Internet Services « Box 111324,
Memphis 38111—1324 = 324—4999, e—
mail: vtadmin@vantek.net.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney De—
velopments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—3044.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson
Realty: 757—B West Poplar Ave. # 853—
0237.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: # 377—1057. *
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Com—
pany: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380
TRAVEL
Diverse Excursions: # 726—4672 or
dx_jon@yahoo.com.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second # 525—5302.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris: Mem—
ber International Gay & Lesbian Travel
Association # 465—2936.
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
LOCATIONS
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332.
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave. #
726—5521.
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Rd. Ext. = 683—9801.
~
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Mendenhall Rd S. # 682—3326.
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LOLLWWOOD
by Romeo San Vicente
Bette Bets on Bette

pany balked at its raunchiness. The
flick apparently makes South Park:
The Divine Miss M has a damn Bigger, Longer & Uncut look like
good chance of getting her new a Saturday morning cartoon. Now
CBS sitcom Bette up and running the Internet suits are considering
by the fall. In a real character either editing it down to make it
stretch, Bette Midler will play a more acceptable for general audi—
famous performer with a startling ences or requiring a pay—per—view
resemblance to — you guessed it! fee to keep underage surfers below
— Bette Midler. Five—time Emmy— the age of 18 away. Fortunately for
winning writer Jeffrey Lane (Mad us, Shockwave.com signed a deal
About You) has been hired to pump with Parker and Stone allowing
out a script and whip the show into them to retain creative control of
— shape; the star had considered their projects, so it has to air what—
scripts from three different top TV _ ever the filthy filmmakers turn in...
writers. If Bette isn‘t ready to de— and their contracts call for 38 more
but in the fall, it‘s a frontrunner for short films. Yippee! —
mid—season.
If that ain‘t enough to keep her Everett Plays it Straight
busy, Midler‘s also currently co—
Since his last feature film foray
starring in Paramount‘s new Mel as a gay man (in The Next Best
Gibson romantic comedy, What Thing) was a flop, is it any surprise
Women Want. Gibson plays a chau— that Rupert Everett is going on the
vinistic male executive (big sur— straight and narrow? The openly
prise) who has an accident that gay Brit has committed to star with
leaves him with the ability to read Nicole Kidman in the USA Films
women‘s minds. Midler takes on feature Everybody Was So Young:
the role of Gibson‘s shrink (a Gerald and Sara Murphy, a Lost
thankless job, I‘m sure). The flick GenerationLove Story (can‘t you
has not yet been scheduled for re— just see that up on your multiplex
lease.
marquee?). The period piece fo—
cuses on privileged 1920s‘ New
_Conway Is Ellen‘s New
Yorkers who move to Paris to do
the expatriate thang. No word yet
Leading Man
Veteran funnyman Tim Conway on when it will go into production.
"is joining leading lesbian Ellen
Kiss Me, Jason
DeGeneres in her new comedy pi—
Former Tiger Beat heartthrob
lot for CBS. The addition of
Conway will add credibility to the and Hogan Family brother Jason
new series, which has a "show— Bateman has won the starring role
within—a—show" format that follows in Paramount Television‘s adapta—
the on— and off—screen adventures tion of Kiss Me, Guido. The new
of a TV variety show host played sitcom, based on Tony Vitale‘s
by DeGeneres. Besides helming his 1997 gay—themed film, is about an
own short—lived variety show for Italian—American ladies‘ man who
CBS back in 1970 and again in accidentally shacks up with a homo
1980—1981, Conway was featured (to be played by the now—thirtyish
throughout the ‘70s on the long— but still cute—as—a—buttonBateman).
running Carol Burnett Show. His Look for 21 Jump Street alum
other television credits include Michael DeLuise (the hunky spawn
McHale‘s Navy (in the ‘60s), as of Dom, the hefty comedian from
well as a guest stint on the final the ©‘70s) to play the Italian Stal—
episode of Ellen. The new series is lion. The new series debuts on CBS
next fall.
expected to air next season.
In other TV news, hunky Mur—
der One star Anthony LaPaglia has
Williamson Is
snagged the much—coveted role
Bullock‘s Leading Man
opposite John Goodman in the Odd
Professional "girl next door"
Couple—like sitcom about a gay dad Sandra Bullock is this close to be—
and his straight roommate. The Fox coming the next Neve Campbell.
series is currently titled Don‘t Ask. The Speed star is in talks to play
the lead in an upcoming feature
South Park Creators
film from queer writer—director
Shock Shockwave
Kevin Williamson. Her Leading
Doing what they do best, dy— Man spoofs sappy romantic com—
namic duo Trey Parker and Matt edies the same way Scream did
Stone (who showed up at the Os— horror flicks. The plot is about a
cars in drag) have crossed the line gay playwright—turned—screen—
of tastefulness again, this time on writer who manipulates his fag
the Web. The pair recently turned hag‘s love life by deviously brib—
in the first of their 39 short films ing a sleazy colleague into wooing
created for Shockwave.com as part her. The thing is, the romance is
— of a $2 million deal, and the com— totally bogus; the writer has been

hired by Disney towrite a live—ac—
tion, musical romantic comedy,
and he needs artistic inspiration.
The story was written by
Williamson, Julie Plec, and his
Dawson‘s Creek protege Greg
Berlanti. Berlanti‘s gay—themed
indie film, The Broken Hearts
Club, was the toast of this year‘s
Sundance film festival. No word
yet on when Leading Man will go
into production.
Your Friends and
Transsexuals
Director Neil LaBute, whose
credits include the films In the
Company ofMen and Your Friends
and Neighbors, likes controversial
_subject matter. Hell, he got Paul
Rudd to play a gay basher in the
stage play Bash. Now LaBute has
made a deal to adapt the trans—
sexual—themed book The Danish
Girl for the big screen. The story,
about the first man to undergo a
sex—change operation, is more in
the vein of Cabaret than Crying
Game. It takes place in 1931 and
tells the tale of a doomed marriage
andthe complicated relationship
that results when an artist asks her
husband to pose in drag for a por—
~trait. The cross—dressing awakens
something in the man, who falls in
love with being a woman. LaBute
will most likely direct another film
while working on the screenplay
adaptation of Danish Girl.
Cumming on to Talent
Cabaret star Alan Cumming has
joined the femme—heavy cast of the
feature film Josie and the
Pussycats, based on the cartoon
and comic book series of the same
name. In the live—action film, —
Cumming will play the talent scout
—

||

FA lA x me ("
who discovers the girl band—
though I‘m not convinced he
knows squat about pussy... cats.
The cast includes Parker Posey,
Tara Reid, and Rachael Leigh
Cook as Josie. Cameras roll this
summer.
&

rassed to show up with the actor at
a recent Tinseltown boy bash until
he took a few fashion tips. Maybe
he should hire a stylist orpersonal
shopper before Joan Rivers gets to
him at Emmy time.

Romeo San Vicente bears no resem—
blance to Dom DeLuise, and wonders
Must See... a Stylist
why his sons don‘t, either. You can
He may be the star of a hit se— reach.Romeo in care of this publica—
ries on the Peacock network, but tion
or
via
e—mail
at
that doesn‘t mean this gay boy can RomeoDeep@aol.com. For more Deep
dress! A certain sitcom actor has Inside
Hollywood,
visit
hired a trainer to make his bod — www.popcorng.com, www.gay.com, or
more buff, and now he wants to www.queery.com.
show it off. Trouble is, he has no
clue how. In fact, despite his ce—
lebrity status, friends were embar—

friends
for Life
ALDS RESOURCE CENTER
Friends For Life Pantry
Wish List
* deodorant «shampoo » razors
* hand and body lotion «baby diapers
* adult incontinence pants

paper)
«household cleaning products

paper products (towels, toilet

Remember: Food Stamps (can’t be redeemed for these items
Drop Items by Friends For Life at
1384 Madison Ave. — 8:30—5 weekdays
Published as a public service of the Triangle Journal News.

The Mmph}? 61m; and
Lesbian Community Center
(MGLCQ) would like to
THANK Apbrodite for their
generouscontribution! We
are one step eloser to a.
61,931”ngsite in Memphis
Thank you Aphrodite!
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Gay Games Vl

Bid

Deadline Two Months Away

NEW YORK — June 1 is the deadline erage producers and other companies have
for bidding groups to submit a letter of in— begun to take notice. Qantas Airways,
tent to the Federation of Gay Games to host Westpac Bank, Hertz, The Satellite Group
Gay Games VII in 2006.
(a media company) and Aussie Bodies
(health food/supplements) are already signed
"Representatives from Atlanta, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Miami/Ft. Lauderdale, as sponsors in Sydney. A number of corpo—
Montreal, New Orleans and San Diego have rations have expressed early support for po—
contacted us to receive information about tential 2006 bidders in hopes of being in a
how to bid," said Bill Wassmer, co—presi— prime position for Gay Games VIL.
dent of the Federation. "But the group from
As the Gay Games has grown, the bid—
which we pick the finalists and the ultimate ding process has become more sophisticated.
host for 2006 is still wide open until the first After two groups bid in 1994 and three in
day of June."
1998, five candidates vied to host the 2002
After a 1994 study of Gay Games IV and Gay Games at the Federation‘s 1997 annual
the concurrent Stonewall 25 Celebration by ~ meeting, each using a wide range of audio,
the New York City Mayor‘s office estimated video and computer technology in their pre—
a positive impact of more than $300 million sentations.
on the local economy, potential hosts real—
"Given the interest in hosting, this time
ized that far more is at stake than merely we‘re limiting the number of finalists to no
showcasing their hometowns to the gay and more than four," said Susan Kennedy, co—
lesbian community.
chair of the Federation‘s Site Selection Com—
Approximately 14,000 people take part mittee. The finalists will be selected from
in the Gay Games‘ athletic and cultural
among all applicants and announced on May
15, 2001.
events every four years, and tens of thou—
sands more attend as spectators.
An initial deposit of $500 is due with the
At Gay Games V in 1998, and even with— June 1 letter of intent. "The total bid fee for
out an added draw like Stonewall 25, the City each 2006 finalist is $7,500," said Site Se—
of Amsterdam estimated a boost of 125 mil— lection Committee co—chair Richard Hogan.
lion Dutch guilders ($55 million) to its
"But $5,000 of that amount is not due until
region‘s economy. In addition, about 80 per—
after the May 2001 elimination vote. When
cent of those surveyed at those Games said you compare it to what governments spend
they planned to return to Amsterdam within
soliciting convention business and the po—
two years.
tential return for the selected city, we frankly
Projections for Sydney‘s Gay Games VI think these fees are a bargain."
in 2002 by Tourism New South Wales show
The fees cover copying and distributing
a potential local and national benefit ofat the printed bids to the Federation board, ex—
least $60 million.
penses of on—site visits to the bidding city
Banks. credit card sunnliers. airlines. bev—
finalists, and multi—media presentation costs
%

at the Federation‘s November 2001 annual
_meeting during which the 2006 host will be
chosen.
"We already have a good group of candi—
dates although it would be great to have ap—
plicants from many regions of the world,"
said Sue Emerson, Federation co—president
along with Wassmer. "I think the expecta—
tion may be that after 12 years it‘s time the
Games go back to North America, and the
number of North American groups express—
ing an interest so far is probably a reflection
of that. However, there is still time for oth—
ers to contact us."
Wassmer agreed. "No matter, what part
of the world a group is from, there‘s some—

thmg to be said for getting in line by putting
in a bid," he said. "Sydney‘s persistence paid
off as they were candidates three consecu—
tive times before being selectedas host for
2002." Gay Games VI will take place in
Sydney, Australia from Oct. 25 to Nov. 9,
2002.
"Any one of the cities that bid the last
time would have been a fine spot for the
Games," said Emerson. "That‘s the trouble
now — with so many good candidates none
of us will get to experience a Gay Games at
all of them in our lifetimes."
Parties interested in bidding for Gay
Games VII should contact: Richard Hogan
in Sydney at rhogan@ozemailcom.au; Su—
san Kennedy in Antioch, California at
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The Federation of Gay Gamesis the in—
ternational governing body that perpetuates
the quadrennial Gay Games and safeguards
its founding principles of inclusion, partici—
pation and personal best. The Federation
solicits potential Gay Games host organiza—
tions, carefully evaluates their proposals,
chooses a winning city, and enters into a
contract intended to specify host organiza—
tion performance standards. Through its
committees, Web site and newsletters, the
Federation provides an athletic and cultural
resource for thousands of people each year.
The Federation also provides a resource for
gay and mainstream press on issues sur—
rounding gay/lesbian athletesand artists.
The Gay Games was conceived by Dr.
Tom Wadell, an Olympic decathlete, and
first held in San Francisco in 1982 with 1,300
participants. Subsequent Gay Games were
held in San Francisco (1986; 3,000 partici—
pants), Vancouver (1990; 7,000 partici—
pants), New York (1994; 11,000
participants), and Amsterdam (1998; 14,000
participants). About 14,000 participants are
expected to travel to Sydney in 2002 for Gay
Games VIL.

Says Lesbian ‘Ex‘
Has Legal Rights Akin to Parent
By Ralph

New Jersey Court

Siege]
Associated Press Writer

Chat‘| Personals | News | Travel |

suskennedy @aol.com; or the Federation of
Gay Games at info@ gaygames.org. The Fed—
eration of Gay Games‘ Web site is http://

TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — Advocates for
gay rights are praising a New Jersey Su—
preme Court ruling that says lesbian part—
ners who raise children have the same
custodial rights as any parent.
The court Apr. 6 unanimously ruled a
lesbian who helped raise her then—lover‘s
twins was a "psychological parent" with
legal standing akin to the biological
mother. The court granted her visitation
now that the couple has split up.
"It is really a groundbreaking decision,"
said Michael Adams of the American Civil
Liberties Union‘s National Lesbian and
Gay Rights Project. "The issue here is that
once you have a parent—child relationship,
we are not going to focus on legal techni—
calities... The only moral issue here is what
is best for the child."
But Jan LaRue, lawyer with the Family
Research Council in Washington, said the
court went too far and trampled birth moth—
ers‘ rights. The group opposes law or
policy changes that it believes damages the
traditional family.
"We have got a Supreme Court in New
Jersey that has made law rather than inter—
preted it," LaRue said. "They have ac—
knowledged that there is no statute that
would grant psychological parenthood, yet
they went on to create it."
The case involved a woman who be—
came pregnant by artificial insemination
and gave birth to twins in 1994. She and
her partner, identified only as V.C., raised
the twins together for two years.
After their 1996 separation, V.C. was
denied joint custody and visitation. An ap—
pellate court gave her visitation rights but

was divided in its legal reasoning as to
why.
In the ruling, Associate Justice Virginia
Long said V.C. has a right to share
parenting duties, despite the objections of
the birth mother, identified only as M.J.B.
"Each appears to be a fully capable,
loving parent committed to the safety and
welfare of the twins," Long wrote.
The ruling maintained V.C.‘s weekend
visitation rights. But Long denied her re—
quest for joint legal custody because V.C.
hasn‘t been involved in decisions about
the children‘s upbringing for four years.
Ruth Harlow, an attorney for the New
York—based Lambda Legal Defense &
Education Fund, which litigates for the
rights of gays, said the ruling was similar
to a lesbian—parent decision in Wisconsin
in 1995. A lower court was ordered to re—
consider its decision to turn down a
woman‘s request for visits with her former
lover‘s son.
But the New Jersey Supreme Court em— _
ployed stronger language about lesbian
partners‘ equal legal rights, Harlow said.
"It is very much focused on making
sure that no matter what kind of family a
child has been raised in, if someone has
functioned as a parent, that person can go
into court and ask if it is in the child‘s
best interests to continue that relation—
ship," she said.
Last June, a Massachusetts high court
ruling granted visitation rights to a les—
bian who helped raise her ex—partner‘s
son.
By contrast, in California, New York
and Florida, state courts have ruled within
the past 18 months that lesbian ex—part—
ners are not entitled to visitation rights
with children they helped nurture.

2000—2001

SEASON

Playhouse on the Square
Dreamgirls
Aug. 25 — Sept. 24
Wit
Oct. 6 — Oct. 29
Peter Pan
Nov. 10 — Jan. 7
A Tuna Christmas
Nov. 17 — Jan. 6
Pageant
Jan. 26 — Feb. 25
As You

Like It

Mar. 9 — Apr. 8
Hay Fever
Apr. 20 — May 20
Side Man
June 1 — July 1
Grease
July 13 — Aug. 12

Circuit
All I

Playhouse

Really Need To Know I

Learned In Kindergarten
Aug. 11 — Sept. 10
Stop Kiss
Sept. 22 — Oct. 15
Pinocchio
Oct. 28 — Dec. 23
Sanders Family Christmas
Nov. 24 — Dec. 22
Mambo Mouth
Jan. 12 — Feb. 4
I

Love You, You‘re Perfect,
Now Change
Feb. 16 — Mar.

18

Amy‘s View
Mar. 30 — Apr. 29

~
am
‘a

W
SCAR

Zombie Prom

TWI Ma

May 11 — June 17
Love! Valour! Compassion!
June 29 — July 29

Call

723330776 and buy your
poption
AESA 1 today!
wRZ AA f ~

Howve you seen?
Pip you aet my
messages ——7

uH, YEAH —— sorry...
I‘ve, uH, Fust
geen so gusy
giNCE NEW
YEAR‘s AND...

B Yy.
GLEN HANSON and
ALAN NEUWIRTH

“dopey St.
(901) 272—2853

fH

852
Late one nwieur
In CHELSEA, A
CHANCE ENCOUNTER... Zz»

OH, Y‘know ... IT WAS
OK~~ UH, S0 wWHAT‘vE
you geen uP To...
GETTIN‘ READY FOR THE
BASEBALL SEeAson,
HLH 7
&

you PiPN‘T
REtufn Any
OF mY CALLS,
"THAT iT was
ovER ...

~] Minutes LATER, At Home...
Okay... CHocota
(g HAAGEN pAZS ... NOw
wHERe‘s my YENTL
PVP...

#
g

NATHAN —— T
STARTED SEEING
OTHER PEOPLE.
I JUST

UM... WOW, Sure...
UH, THAT‘s GREAT,
STEVE —— DIPN‘T
EXPECT YA To WAIT
FOR ME FOREVER,
HEH HEK...

WHAT AM T
poing—7!
NO ——
not acainl

WELL... Guess Tic
See You AROUND...

(€) 2000 HANSON +NEUWiRETH

?

YEAH...

N

BuT , corey ——
ZSNIFFZ T REALLY,
NEED her now...

NO You PoN‘T,
NatHan! RefeaAt
AFTER ME: T
CAN Put me
MEMORIES BEHINC
ME...

Spring is here !!!
The courtyard
is full of plants for you!!
We have
i
Mother‘s Day
plants, flowers
and gifts!

WWW, CHELSEABOYS.CLOM

20, How was THE BARBERA CoNCERT /
was sie woRtH it ?

S.

Store Hours
Tues —> Sat
10 —> 5

f

Memphis‘ Fun Card & Gift Shop
553 S. Cooper
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 728—6535
<r

SEE,
Auys?
HAVEwere!
To BE you
THEPONT]
way
you
anp
Now,
NATHAN,
iT‘s
Time
To
TAKE
THE
FINAL
STEP
TO FREEPOM, AND
ANoONYmousS SURRENPER
ALL
Your
BarerRarrernatial
2

AFTER...

CARDS, GIFTS & NOVELTY

I HAVE To ADMiT,
NATHAN, WHEN T SAW
THAT MoLPY OLP
BAGEL —— I WANTED

ITEMS FOR EVERY

$0 BApLy
THAT
T
wWouLp
HAVE
FuCKEep
JESSE HELMS ALL"
NiGHT LONG To GET it .,

OCCASION

.

83 minutes water...
...MOST
AND CHERISHEP
FINALLY MY
PoSSESSION:
A ABAGEL
BARBRA
TOOK
BiTE
OUT
oF DURING
THE
ORIGINAL
RUN
OF
°FuUnNY GiRLin 1964.

BUT THAT was THE oup ME.
Now, 1+COREY
Have JuST
NO PROBLEM
THAT
ToSSED
ALL THAT iRREPLACEARLE
BARERAPHERNAUA
in THE
PUMPSTER out @ack...

We‘ve Got

Cards &. Gifts
for
what you pip was SO amazing...
I TuUst ZAN‘T BRING MYSELF To

4

Your Locally
Gay Owned & Operated
Pride Merchandise Headquarters
Monday—Saturday 10 a.m.—6 p.m.
Sunday 1—6 p.m.
[}
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Narian maxes
a
BREAKTHRoUGH
At
HiS
WEEKY
ANONYMOUS
MEETING...

TNZ & SOLITZ

SoBOYFRIEND
LAST WEEK
TmyBROKE
uPIMPULSE
wiTH WAs
My THE
ANPHAAGEN
FIRST
OU
YENTL
AND
DAzS.
BUT
T
CALLED
COREY,
AND
HE
HELPED
ME
REALZE
F CAN GET THROUGH A CRiSis ON mY THAT
OWN,

T PoN‘T KN@W WHAT iT is ABgour You,
NATHAN, BuT 1T gust HAVE to Give
you ANOTHER Hug!l

THANKS...
LAWRENCE——

LHELSEABOVS. COM
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Brothers

UnitedHosts Book Signing of

African—Ameri can

Renaissance Authors

by Daniel Forrest

(life)." When the Children Get To—
gether has been hailed as the gay
version of Terry McMillian‘s Wair—
ing to Exhale, and it carries you
through every emotion and will
prove to be a favorite to many read—
ers.
Sundiata Najja Alayé is the au—
thor of the new self—help book,
Empty Promises Private Pain — A
Light Out of Darkness. Alayé of—
fers works of inspriation and how
to achieve the peace of a contented
heart. "Don‘t be afraid of anything
— of change, of growth,of the past,
of the present, nor of what will hap—
pen tomorrow. Thereis no fear.
There is only love."

Brothers United of Memphis
and West Tennessee is hosting
what is being called "A New Mil—
lennium of African—American Re—
naissance Authors." The book
signing will give the public an op—
portunity to meet and greet several _
renowned gay authors. It is being

Tony B Robinson

James Earl Hardy
held at the Ramada Inn at 1471
Brooks Road on Sat., May 13, at
11 a.m.
The signing will feature renown
author James Earl Hardy, author of:
B—Boy Blues, Second Time Around
and If Only for One Nite. Also be—
ing featured are Rice Rollins,
Lorenzo Robertson, R. Bryant
Smith, Sundiata Najja Alayé and
Tony B. Robinson. Rice Rollins is
the author of two novels, Like
Breathing and Breathe Again.
Both he and his list partner,
Lorenzo Robertson, author of De—
tached and Eclectic Essence, own
the Tampa—Florida based publish—
ing house Ishai Books.
In a recent interview in Venus
magazine Rollins and Robertson
were asked why their motivation
was to write their respective nov—
els. Rollins was quoted as saying,
"There was a. guy in ouf
BrothaSpeak meeting who made a
comment that he would never love
himself as long as he was gay and
knew that no one else would love
him either. And I wanted him (and
others like him) to know and honor
their truths and be without all the
drama." Robertson added, "De—
tached was something that I always
wanted to write. My characters
weren‘t idealistic. They are people
with vices and flaws, everyday
folks."
Rollins‘ book, Breathe Again, is
the long—awaited sequel to Like
Breathing. Rollins credits the ad—
vice of E. Lynn Harris in whom he
once confided that he wanted to
write and was told, "Just do it." He
also credits James Earl Hardy and
the countless others who paved the
way. Robertsonsays that Rollins
inspired him "...by just doing it."
According to the magazine SBC,
Robertson‘s debut novel, De—
tached, "...is a sexy depiction of
one man‘s descent into his own

sexual abuse and cocaine abyss,
and his eventual ascension from
the depths of depression and lone—
liness. In his main character, Jon
Knight ... Detached forces readers
to peel away the layers we attempt
to mask ... (it‘s) a painful, reveal—
ing and realistic look at all that glit—
ters, that isn‘t gold!"
Rollins‘ and Robertson‘s pub—
lishing company, Ishai Books, re——
cently released freshman author, R.
Bryant Smith‘s book, When the
Children Get Together. Set in the
rural South, it‘s a modern day com—
ing—of—age story that chronicles the .
lives of best friends and frat broth—
ers, Melvin and Bradley.

gathered information and submit—
ted a grant proposal for funding
during which time the now—named
BU (Brothers United) group began
its outreach.
The grant was awarded a few
months later and Dwayne Jenkins,
one of the original charter members

Rice Rollins
was hired as the coordinator on
Dec. 1, 1996, World AIDS Day.
A host of different events and
groups have been developed to at—
tract the diverse same gender lov—
ing population at large to provide
HIV/AIDS prevention as well as
promote self—empowerment and
community building.
orenzo C. Robertson

See Brothers United on page 26

SAFE HARBOR
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH

Sundiata Alayé

R. Bryant Smith
Smith, one of the local authors
being featured, is a native of
Dyersburg. His book, When the
Children Get Together, is set in and
around Dyersburg with historic
landmarks. His book includes sto—
ries that every gay man can. relate
to, including all the firsts — the
first kiss, first road trip, first drag
show, first time cruising, first crush
and many others. It‘s a story about
the coming of age of its two main
characters. It targets both the
young, by sharing what experi—
ences lie ahead, and the mature
audience, by taking the reader on a
stroll down memory lane. Smith
prays that through his writing
"*...someone is unsettled enough to
change: Young people have been
shortchanged out of their dreams
of being whatever they want to be
and forced into the reality of sim—
ply trying to make it through

The day will also feature the
poetry of Tony B. Robinson, au—
thor of Shadeauxbox. — a collec—
tion mainly of same—gendered,
loving—relationship—oriented poems
dealing with life with a no—holds—
barred maturity. "A fresh talent
enters the scene with a bold cool
in the embodiment of Tony B.
Robinson. Deceptive simplicity is
part of the adept art expressed in
this brother‘s poetic raps that ripple
with the ring of whispers and
smoke rings and slow acoustic jazz
in a basement beat joint," says
Stanley Bennett Clay, critic with
SBC magazine.
The book signing is being
hosted by Brothers United and co—
ordinated by Anthony Hardaway.
BU—Memphis is one of four chap—
ters in Tennessee which work
closely together with their main
chapter BU—Nashville.
On Apr. 6, 1996, an advisory
board of eight African—American
gay men assembled at the request
of Dwayne Jenkins, a Nashville
CARES employee, to address HIV
prevention issues and an upcoming
great opportunity targeting gay and
bisexual black men.
As an agency, CARES had de—
veloped a stategic plan that would
incorporate a similar program be—
ginning in 1988. In the months
ahead, the CARES executive direc—
. tor and the director of education

Come and meet God again for the very first time.
Morning Worship 11:00 am
f

We meet in

Good Shepherd Chapel, Union Ave. United Methodist Church
2117 Union Avenue, Memphis, TN
901—458—0501
Rev‘d Kathy Switzer, Pastoral Leader
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coaches toAIDS
Happy to hear... In this coun—
try, we can‘t make people wear
signs that say, "Stupid!" If we
could, I‘d make the sign and then
pin it on him myself.
4
By Butch Valentine
Butchffl @ bellsouth.net
_ Sad to say... Thirty—eight states
have laws prohibiting same—sex
marriages.
Happy to hear... By the time
you read this, civil unions between
same—sex couples will be com—
pletely, and finally, legal in Ver—
mont! The state‘s House and Senate
have passed the bill, and the Gov—
ernor has said he will sign it. After
July 1, couples will get their li—
censes from town clerks, and then
have the union certified by a jus—
tice of the peace, judge or member
of the clergy. Breakups will be
handled in Family Court just as are
divorces, but will be called disso—
lutions.
Sad to say... Civil unions will
not be recognized by other states
(at this point in time) and will not
be entitled to federal benefits, such
as social security.
Happy to hear... But about 300
benefits that the state gives married
couples will now be available to
same—sex partners. This is a won—
derful beginning, nonetheless.

Sad to say... On the religious
front, many Christian denomina—
tions are censuring clergy for per—
forming same—sex unions.
Happy to hear... America‘s
largest group of rabbis is the first
major religious denomination to
officially sanction same—sex
unions. In an overwhelming vote,
500 members of the Central Con—
ference of American Rabbis ap—
proved a resolution backing any
rabbi‘s decision to affirm a Gay
couple through "appropriate Jew—
ish ritual" usually reserved for mar—
riage. After hearing about this
major breakthrough, I told my
honey to get himself a circumcision
and let‘s move to Vermont!
¥
Sad to say... Rudy Galindo, the
only openly Gay U.S. national fig—
ure skating champion, recently dis—
covered he has HIV. This news is
rather disturbing to me in that he
has lost his only brother and two

Call Now!
Talk Live to callers from across the U.S.
Meet guys on the bulletin board

_Y¥
Sad to say... The CDC has re—
ported there is an outbreak of tu—
berculosis among the transgender
community in large cities along the
east coast, particularly New York
City and Baltimore. Sixty—two per—
cent of the TB patients tested posi—
tive for HIV.
Happy to hear... Though highly
contagious and easily spread, ac—
tive TB can be prevented, and it

certainly can be cured.
Sad to say... "What constitutes
a family is not a homosexual
couple," according to Bobby
Moody, a member of the Missis—
sippi legislature, and with that be—
ing said, lawmakers have taken
steps to insure that the Magnolia
State will become the second state
(Florida was first) with a law ban—
ning homosexual couples from
adopting children. This is the sec—
ond action by the state‘s lawmak—
ers against Gays in three years. In
1997, they banned same—sex mar—
—riages. Even though the state‘s top
Episcopal leader urged defeat of
the bill, Baptists and Methodists
pressed lawmakers to pass the bill.
Happy to hear... The ACLU in
Mississippi has indicated the group
may sue the state on behalf of a Gay
couple wanting to adopt.
Sad to say... And while adop—
— tions by Gays may not be wildly
popular, it is a fact many Gay
couples raise children together.
Happy to hear... In the stron—
gest ruling yet on the parental rights
of same—sex couples, the NewJer—
sey Supreme Court declared that
Lesbian partners who raise children
have the same legal rights of any
parent when deciding custody is—
sues. The court unanimously ruled
that a Lesbian who helped raise her
then—lover‘s twins was a "psycho—
logical parent" with the legal stand—
ing akin to the biological mother,
and granted the woman visitation

Redes
———
er "3
now that the
couple hassplit
up.
¥
Sad to say... The Republican
Party and gay issues are like oil and
water... they just don‘t mix well.
Five months ago, during the hotly
contested primaries, Republican
presidential candidate George W.
Bush said he wouldn‘t meet with
the gay political group Log Cabin
Republicans. _
Happy to hear... Now that he
is the party‘s likely nominee, he met
with a dozen hand picked gay lead—
ers, and later proclaimed himself a
"better person" who welcomes gay
Americans into his campaign. Bush
made it clear he had not changed
his position on gay—related issues,
but in his strongest statement to
date, he said that being openly gay
would not disqualify a person from
serving in a prominent position in
his administration. Quite a big step
for a Republican presidential nomi—
nee, but it‘s not enough to get my

By Nancy Zuckerbrod
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
mother of a soldier murdered in his
barracks believes the Army‘s attitude
toward gays created the atmosphere
that led to the killing.
Patricia Kutteles of Kansas City,
Mo., said she would file a claim Apr.
25 with the Army, seeking roughly
million in damages for the death
of her son, Pfc. Barry Winchell, 21.
She said fellow soldiers believed
Winchell was gay and harassed him
for months before he was beaten to
death while sleeping in his cot last
July at Fort Campbell, Ky. The Army
knew about the harassment but did
nothing to stop it, she said.
"We want the Army to be held
accountable," Kutteles said
Pvt. Calvin Glover, 19, of Sul—
phur, Okla., was convicted of pre—
meditated murder and sentenced to

Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd.
345—0825
f Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins
358—8642
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Sad to say... Do you know the
only good thing about having —
Alzheimer‘s during Easter time?
Happy to hear... You can hide
your own Easter eggs.

File Claim Against Army

Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd.
(Open 24 hours)
683—9649

$1491mm 18+ Dlscr

¥
Sad to say... Mention the words
"gay" or "homosexual" and you
never know how people will react.
Happy to hear... A survey on
sexual behavior commissioned by
Seventeen magazine shows that in—
creasing numbers of teens have no
problem with gays. In 1999, 54
percent of teens said they were
comfortable with it as opposed to
17 percent in 1991. "The culture is
just more open about it... People
know more Gay people. The fear
element has lessened." It is often
said the country‘s future is our
teens. I hope so.

Mother of Slain Soldier to

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
(Brooks Road Only)

-

vote.

NOW RENTING DVDs

and checks accepted at #1 and Fantasy Warehouse # 4 only: OPEN 7 DAYS

life in prison for the attack on
Winchell. Another soldier was given
a 121/2—year sentence for lying to in—
vestigators and obstructing justice.
The killing prompted criticism of
the Pentagon‘s policy on homosexu—
als in the military. Under the policy
known as "don‘t ask, don‘ tell," gay
members ofthe military can continue
to serve as long as they keep their
sexual orientation to themselves.
Kutteles® attorney, Adam Pachter,
said he plans to file the claim under
a federal law that allows people to
seek reimbursement from the mili—
tary for injury or death. Pachter said
the $1.8 million was derived from
Winchell‘s future lost wages and
conscious pain and suffering, in ac—
cordance with Kentucky law.
The claim will be sent to Maj.
— Gen. Robert T. Clark, the com—
mander ofFort Campbell, but Army
Secretary Louis Caldera probably
will make the final decision on
whether to pay, Pachter said.
Kutteles‘ claim also alleges Fort
Campbell officials ignored underage
drinking on the base and did not pro—
vide a way for soldiers to call 911
from the barracks. Glover has said
he had been drinking prior to the at— —
tack.
May. Pamela Hart, a Fort
Campbell spokeswoman, declined to
comment on the claim but said sol—
diers can now reach 911 from their
barracks. She also said soldiers had
received additional training about the
military‘s policy on gays.
Kutteles said her goal is to get the
Army to admit wrongdoing and take
corrective action.
"I don‘t think you can put a price
on your child‘s life," she said. "Your
world is changed if you lose a child.
Nothing can ever right it."

Memphis
901.565.0006
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-
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Bars and

Gay History

What role have bars played in
gay history?
Because of two nights of riot—
ing in June, 1969, the Stonewall Inn
is the most famous gay bar in the
world. But bars played an impor—
tant role in gay male life and com—
munity—building throughout much
of the 20th century.
In the early 1900s, a major mi—
gration of Américans from the
country to the city occurred. Most
of these migrants were looking for

gay social life, Harry Hay and his
compatriots went to Los Angeles
clubs in 1950 to recruit members
for their new gay rights group, the
Mattachine Society. Still, some
"homophile" activists frowned on
bar culture. Jaye Bell, an early
president of the Daughters of
Bilitis, thought bars merely fos—
tered despair. "Only the people
with real strength can fight their
way out," she wrote in The Ladder.
But, in fact, gay political activ—
ism germinated in many postwar

B

I

A

N

_C

0

bars. Some state liquor authorities
economic opportunity. But some
prevented the sale of alcoholic bev—
who were conscious of their same—
erages to "sexual deviants," a
sex desires were also seeking free—
dom from family scrutiny. For policy that resulted in organized
crime members operating numer—
these young queers, urban water—
ing holes provided a public venue ous gay bars while bribing police
to look the other way. Police raided
in which they could find potential
lovers and friends andoease their bars that didn‘t pay up, and news—
papers printed the names of ar—
feelings of isolation.
rested patrons. Persistent police
Many of the earliest bars cater—
harassment of gay bars led to an
ing to a gay clientele emerged out
increased political sense among
of prohibition—era speakeasies with
many bar owners and customers
large queer followings. In San
that gays were an oppressed minor—
Francisco, Finocchio‘s first opened
ity.
in 1929 as a speakeasy, became le—
In 1951, for example, Sol
gal in 1933 with the lifting of pro—
hibition, and soon evolved into a Stoumen, owner of the Black Cat
in San Francisco, refused to pay
drag bar that came to epitomize gay
bribes to the police and risked los—
social life in that city. Finocchio‘s,
ing his liquor license. Instead of
which closed in late 1999, was one
caving in, however, Stoumen re—
of many bars that helped gay and
lesbian people develop a sense of peatedly took his case to the courts,
amassing legal fees of more than
belonging to an underground cul—
ture and community.
2
$38,000.
Stoumen wasn‘t alone in his acts
World War II was a pivotal
of defiance. One of his employees,
moment in the development of gay
Jose Sarria, entertained at the Black
bars. Large numbers of randy sol—
Cat in drag and at the end of his set
diers and sailors on leave de—
would lead patrons in the song
scended on cities like New York,
"God Bless Us Nelly Queens." .
Los Angeles and San Francisco
Sarria‘s action was revolutionary,
looking for places to have a gay old
one patron averred, because "the
time. As a result, gay bars flour—
vice squad was there. They used to
ished, even though military lead—
ers tried to crack down on service come in and stand around and just
generally intimidate people. We
members to keep them out of clubs
were really not saying ‘God Save
like Finocchio‘s. After the war,
Us Nelly Queens.‘ We were say—
many gay men chose to remain in
ing ‘We have our rights, too.""
these port towns and created en—
In 1962, owners and employees
claves in which bars served as com—
of several gay bars in San Francisco
munity centers.
Because bars were the hubs of formed the Tavern Guild, an alli—

Brothers United
Continued from page 23
Brothers United of Memphis
was the brainchild of Anthony
Hardaway.
Hardaway originally contacted
Jenkins to get more information
about the Books Brothers Reading
List through the referral of another
BU—Nashville volunteer. After a
long and colorful phone conversa—
tion, the Memphis chapter was on
its way.
This group is affiliated with

Cross Roads: "a meeting place for
the Self and the Divine." This col—
laboration of groups generates
positive social images while en—
couraging empowerment within
the African—American same—
gender— loving communities.
If you would like more informa—
tion regarding the book signing or
information concerning Brothers
United Memphis Chapter, contact
Anthony
Hardaway
at
anthony_hardaway @hotmail.com.
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community centers in many cities
began to rival bars as gay social
centers. But in smaller towns, bars
continue their hegemony among
gay gathering places that they have
enjoyed since the early 1900s.
David Bianco, M.A. is the au—
thor of Gay Essentials (Alyson), a
collection of his history columns.
He can be reached care of this pub—
lication
or
at
DaveBianco@aol.com. For more
Past Out, visit www.planetout.com.
For further reading:
Chauncey, George. Gay New
York: Gender, Urban Culture, and
the Making of the Gay Male World
(Basic Books, 1994).
D‘Emilio, John. Sexual Politics,
Sexual Communities: The Making
of a Homosexual Minority in the
United States, 1940—1970 (Univer—
sity of Chicago Press, 1983).
Higgs, David, ed. Queer Sites:
Gay Urban Histories Since 1600
(Routledge, 1999).
— Komisar, Lucy. "Three Homo—
sexuals in Search of a Drink." Vil—
lage Voice (May 5, 1966), p. 66.

tographers, the trio (one of whom,
Craig Rodwell, founded the
world‘s first gay bookstore the fol—
lowing year) made the rounds of
bars in Greenwich Village, reading
aloud a prepared statement. "We
the undersigned are homosexuals,"
they stated. "We believe that a
place of public accommodation has
an obligation to serve an orderly
person." If refused service, the men
vowed to report the bar to the State
ostensibly for violating state regu— Liquor Authority.
Most bars brought the drinks the
lations
against men ordered. But at Julius, one of
serving _ the oldest gay bars in the city, the
custom— bartender turned them down. The
ers who activists took their case to the city‘s
e~n_ — human rights commission and
gaged eventually to the courts. The fol—
in dis— lowing year, a state appellate court
orderly overturned the discriminatory li—
or inde— quor law. The harassment abated
cent behavior. In one highly pub— but didn‘t stop— just two years af—
licized protest, three members of ter the court decision, the Stonewall
the local Mattachine Society Inn exploded in violence following
staged a "sip—in" in April 1966 to a police raid that proved to be one
>
challenge the state law, which un— raid too many.
With the rise of AIDS and the
fairly targeted homosexuals.
Trailed by reporters and pho— recovery movement in the 1980s,

ance to combat harassment of bars
and their clients. The Tavern Guild
printed and circulated a booklet
called the "Pocket Lawyer," which
advised gay men what to do if ar—
rested. The Guild‘s activism in—
spired the founding of another
early gay rights organization in
that city, the Society for Individual
Rights (SIR).
In New York City, authorities
repeatedly closed down gay bars,
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Pride Awards
By Daniel Forrest
Wow, I can hardly believe
that we are almost into May!!
April was plenty busy for me as
Pride began to gear up for
Pridefest 2000. On Apr. 15,
Memphis Pride Inc. held its
third annual Spring Picnic at
Overton Park attracting more
than 120 people throughout the
three—hour event. Thanks to all
the hungry appetites, Pride
was able to raise $640 to—
wards Festival expenses. For
—the first time in over three
years, Pride used this as an
opportunity to present the
Memphis Pride Awards cho—
sen by public ballot. The 14
awards were given as fol—
lows: Lifetime Achievement
— B.J. Hefner; Organization
of the Year — Aphrodite;
Helping Hands Individual —
Nancy Fletcher; Helping
Hands Group — Aphrodite;
Female Role Model of the
Year — Rev. LaPaula
Turner; Male Role Model of
the Year — Rev. Tim Meadows;
Spiritual Leadership — Holy
Trinity Community Church;
Best Publication — Family &
Friends; Best Place to Eat —
Buns on the Run; Entertainer
of the Year — Aphrodite; Best
Dance Club — Madison Flame;
Best Neighborhood Bar — One
More Bar & Grill; Gay—Owned
Business of the Year — Inz &
Outz; Gay—Supportive Business
of the Year — Buns on the Run.
Congratulations to all the very
deserving winners.
On Apr. 16, Aphrodite kicked
off its 2000 season with a phe—
nomenal show at Madison
Flame. It was an all new show
and they were able to raise ¢
$2000 which was graciously
donated to Memphis Pride Inc.
The evening included the fabu—
lously talented women of —
Aphrodite as well as guest per—
formers Isis Gracian of Cross—
roads and Aurora Knight of
Metro. If you were unable to
catch this performance, you‘ll
get your next chance on May 20.
Aphrodite is kicking off an out—
reach
campaign
called
"Aphrodite on the Road". Their
first performance outside of
Memphis is at The Other Side
in Jackson, Tenn. on Sat., May
20. Kudos to them as they move
out and about to incorporate the
entire Mid—South GLBT com—
munity.
On May 12, Sharon Wray‘s
Madison Flame will be host to
the Annual Miss Tennessee US

Produce Big Winners
of A Pageant. This is the last
direct preliminary to Miss US of
A being held May 21—26 in Dal—
las. If you are interested in par—
ticipating or sponsoring the
event, please contact the pag—
eant coordinator, B.C. Wells via
email at misstennesseeusofa—.
pageant@ yahoo.com.
Special attention to all of our
community ‘s organizations and
businesses that work or wish to

Trash to Treasure BINGO." In
exchange for a donation to be
used as a prize you will be given
a BINGO card. Door prizes are
planned and dressing as your
mother should make for a very
festive evening. So, dress like
your mother and plan to attend
this exciting event.
Brothers United of Mem—
phis and West Tennessee will
be hosting a book signing of
several renowned African—
American Renaissance Au—
thors on May 13 at the
Ramada Inn at 1472 Brooks
Road beginning at 11a.m.
Renowned author James
Earl Hardy, as well as Rice
Rollins,
Lorenzo
Robertson, R. Bryant
Smith, Tony B. Robinson
and Sundiata Alayé will be
participating.
Memphis Pride Inc. is
calling for volunteers to help
with the Rally, Parade and
Festival. Pride is hoping that
MFS
two organizations will come
work with local media. Jim
forward and volunteer to assist
Maynard, co—chair of Lesbian
with being the official Parade
and Gay Coalition for Justice
Coordinator or Security for
(LGCJ), has organized a media Pridefest 2000. Pride is also
workshop class being conducted
seeking local talent toperform
by GLAAD, being held on Sat.,
on the new Community Stage
May 13, at First Congrega—
during the festival. The commu—
tional Church from 8 a.m. to 4
nity stage is being managed by
Aphrodite and is open to any
p.m. This is an excellent oppor—
tunity for all our organizations
organization or individual (with
to pull together and learn how
talent... ha‘! ha!) to perform.
Anyone wishing to perform or
to make the media work for us.
Also on May 13, Holy Trin—
volunteer their time should con—
ity Community Church is
tact Pride by calling 32—PRIDE
(327—7433). Several wonderful
hosting a fundraiser called
"Come as Your Mother — organizations and businesses

Family and Friends won the award for Best Publication in the Gay and
Lesbian Pride Awards announced Apr. 15. Shown are Patricia Pair and
Anita Moyt.
Don‘t forget that April 30 is
have already come forward to
the Millennium March on
assist with making Pridefest
Washington; be thinking of your
2000 the best ever. Thanks to
GLBT brothers and sisters as
Aphrodite for managing the
they make their way to Wash—
community stage, LGCJ for
ington as a demonstration to the
planning the rally, Family &
nation that we are here !!
Friends for producing the offi—
Happy Cinco de Mayo to ev—
cial "Lavender Pages" Pride
eryone.
guide, Diverse Excursions for
As always, I welcome your
assistance with entertainment
comments or suggestions, you
travel and accommodations, and
can reach me by email
Planned Parenthood for devel—
daniel_forrest@hotmail.com or
oping the new children‘s area.
by phone 901—276—4479.

Spring Clean—up Time!

[BBS

Carpet = Upholstery
ARE
RV‘s ® Trucks = Car Interiors

* Steam Clean
* Pretreat
* Deoderizer
* Disinfectant

* Furniture Moved
* Stain Removal
* Rust Removal
* Pet Odor Control

Carpetauaro
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL
24 Hour SERvice
LEE WATSON
327—6165
Owner
FREE ESTIMATES

Sheridan Lambe, Lcsw
Specializing in
¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling

phrodite founding member Bette Hefner receive
e Gay and Lesbian
Pride Lifetime Achievement Award from Daniel Forrest for her wo_rk for the
community.

6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178
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Lesbian

Notions
by Paula Martinac

What‘s Good About
Civil

Unions?

does it really make that the new
The civil unions bill recently
passed by the Vermont House of coupled‘ status Vermont is on the
brink of offering lesbians and gay
Representatives isn‘ t marriage, and
men is a separate set of laws with—
in my view, that‘s OK. The mea—
out the words "spouse" or "mar—
sure provides an opening for other
riage" included?
states and the federal government
There are obvious problems. It‘s
to rethink and re—envision how le—
_
not
that "separate but equal" can‘t
gal benefits and protections are
work; it‘s that it often doesn‘t. For
meted out in this country and to
starters, Vermont‘s civil unions
whom.
won‘t
be recognized by other
Those of us who aren‘t Ver—
states. That‘s a drawback not just
monters may be disappointed that
for non—residents, but for lesbian
we won‘t be honeymooning in the
and gay Vermonters, too. Nor will
Green Mountain State any time
the federal government recognize
soon. But how much difference

gay civil unions. These differences
will render Vermont a kind of bi—
zarre, alternate reality for lesbian
and gay couples. Once they set foot
out of the state‘s jurisdiction,
they‘re back in legal limbo.
But the truth is, with a federal
Defense of Marriage Actin place,
31 state DOMAs now on the books,
and about halfa dozensimilar laws
pending, lesbians and gay men
would have faced this same prob—
lem even if Vermont had opted to
legalize same—sex marriage. Ever
since the Hawaii court ruling in
1996, gay—marriage activists have
been anticipating decades ofmessy
courtroom battles if civil marriage
ever became legal in one state and
gay couples from all over began:
rushing there to wed.
Still, Vermont‘s Civil Unions
Act is a great start. First, the pend—
ing legislation will indeed confer
the key benefits of civil marriage
to same—sex couples who already
reside in Vermont or who move
there. It‘s not just another one of
those limited domestic—partnership
ordinances that we all fight for but
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ID Required
Drive A Little
Party A LOT !

‘k “N! Jx # 4 ***
Everyone‘s ”Welcome at The Other Side !!!
DATE CORRECTION
HBC BENEFIT IS MAY20, 2000
Human Beings Care Benefit
featuring
Maybe this...
You never know
|
what you‘ll see ?
they arefull |
Maybe this...
K
of suprises 1
Saturday, May 20, 2000
Those HOT, SEXY, Talented Woman are coming back, with an all New Show andfar our
favorite Charity — HBC. Showtime 10:30 (real time no gay standard time)
Admission $6.00 — Please bring nonperishablefood or sundry items.
Let‘s ALL come out and support them wonderful women that give their time to help and let‘s
show our continued support for the victims of HIV/Aids, the clients ofHBC.
min
E—ACail us at— totherside@aol.
Send us your name J E—Mail adress and you can start
receiving Sidelines sod other special announcements by E—Mail
You can pick up a form at the Bar or E—Mail yourreqisest.
WM“-

3883

_

Hwy 45 N

Page 28 —

w/t

x

(Exit 82—B off 1—40 then 3 miles N at Ashport)

"Jackson‘s Only ‘Friendly Bar"

Jackson, TN

901—668—3749

Come visit ussoon.

{Security)
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Open7 days a week @ 5 pm (7 pm — Sat. Sun)

complain about at the same time.
crucial health—care decisions for
We said that what we wanted from
each other—a right normally re—
marriage were the legal benefits,
served for spouses. It‘s an impor—
and Vermont is offering as much
tant start toward recognizing that
as any state legally can.
‘people‘s lives can‘t be defined sim—
Second, Vermont‘s bill has the
ply by who they "couple" with.
mainstream media shouting its
The bill, however, is not as so—
praise. Editorials in major newspa—
cially radical as Hawaii‘ s now—de—
pers in California, Connecticut,
funct reciprocal beneficiaries act,
Maine, New Hampshire and Rhode
which was gutted and then killed
Island have already urged lawmak—
by a legislative loophole. Under
ers in those states to take steps to
that law, a person could name as
enact similar legislation. Even USA
the beneficiary of his or
Today applauded Vermont for so
ployee benefits not just a same—sex
comprehensively addressing the
lover, but a friend ofthe same gen—
thorny issue of equal benefits for
der, a sibling, elderly parent, or
lesbian and gay couples.
adult offspring Hawaii‘s law val—
With so much positive attention
ued "family" in the truest sense of
focused on Vermont‘s legislative
the word—as those whom a person
actions, lesbians and gay men have
loves and cares for.
good reason to hope that lawmak—
If you‘re thinking that lesbians
ers in other states—even those who
and gay men should aim for noth—
question the morality of same—sex
ing more than therights accruing
marriage—may follow Vermont‘s
to straight married couples, think
example in righting a glaring
again. In this country, only 26 per—
wrong. Polls show that a majority
cent of the population live within
of Americans approve of fairness
the "husband—wife—child" configu—
for lesbians and gay men, and
ration, and yet legal and economic
Vermont‘s actions have separated
benefits are still meted out based
out economic and legal fairness
on that "traditional" model. The
from "morality."
model itself needs to change to re—
If similar legislation can be
flect the wide variety of families
passed in enough states, Congress
people have created for them—
may feel pressured to follow suit.
selves—including those families
It might sound like a fantasy now—
without couples.
after all, Vermont is hardly a typi—
A law like Vermont‘s, then, that
cal state, and Democrats would
broadens the definition of which
. have to take back Congress—but relationships can claim legal pro—
I‘m more ‘optimistic about civil
tection is a move toward social
unions catching on in my lifetime
change that everyone should wel—
than I am about seeing same—sex
come.
marriage legalized.
Paula Martinac is the author of
Finally, there‘s another plus to
seven books, including The Lesbian
Vermont‘s bill you might not know
and Gay Book of Love and Mar—
about: It revisits the concept of "re—
riage. She can be reached care of
first intro— _ this
publication
.or
at
duced three years ago in Hawaii.
LNcolumn@aol.com. For more
Vermont‘s bill will permit two
Lesbian
Notions,
visit
adult relatives to register as recip—
www.planetout.com.
rocal beneficiaries in order to make
.

ciprocal

beneficiaries,"

were.
stop thinking aboutthe key.
"I bet it doesn‘t fit anything on
—Fromthe Life of(Oiimston Birk
4. That would be too easy. And why
did the elevator open when there
Fiction by Randolph Jackson
He was moving again turning the wasn‘t anyone on four? This could
"Why couldn‘t this elevator ride
key in his left hand as he held the‘ be something," he thought. Winston
be smooth like the one at the
Episode One ,
grocery bags, slightly crunching the Birk was alone with his thoughts. —
Peabody," he thought.
bag to his left bringing the key into Much of the time it was all he had
This was the one he used the
The faded names of fortunes
his
view. It was most definitely a for he was friend to no one, in fact,
most.
It
should
work
smoothest
of
long since gone lingered on the
key just like his. It was heavy for a he was solitary and lived his life
all the elevators. Even the freight
brick walls of the old warehouse
elevator worked better than this — small key and had the same type of coming and going from his small,
district where Winston Birk lived.
somewhat dusty apartment with no
grooves across the top.
most—used box to nowhere. The
He had no fortune though, and as
"Perhaps it was a generic key real purpose other than to observe
door opened and hebegan to get
he walked from the market with
stamped out by the millions and and deplore the habits of others
off, but where was the smell of fish
some fruit and a couple of cartons
simply made to look like his, but without much care for his own.
from
605.
This
was
Tuesday
and
of cigarettes, his bitterness came out
Sitting in his chair looking back
why then had it been left on 4."
605 always cooked fish on Tues—
as he kicked an old beer can from
Winston Birk thoughtof a thousand and forth from the key to the view
days. And even though he hated it,
his path. What he didn‘t know was
Winston Birk had come to expect possible scenarios and discounted from his balcony, Winston Birk
— that he was five minutes from des—
them all as rapidly as he had thought considered reporting it to the build—
it. No, this wasn‘t six at all. He
tiny. It was not a destiny of great—
looked on theside of the elevator of them. The key had so caught his ing manager.
ness, but one of discovery. Why
"It‘s only six 0‘ clock and every—
door. There was the number 4, plain attention that he left the groceries
couldn‘t something happen to him?
sitting on the counter in his apart— one is probably home now from
as the nose on your face. But he had
He often mused as he looked over
ment. Lighting a cigarette, he stood work. I should go see who the key
pushed ‘six and there wasn‘t any—
downtown from his balcony.
on his balcony looking across the belongs to and return it promptly."
body
getting
on
at
four.
Why
had
Everyone‘s life seemed so much
He stood up to leave.‘Who brought
warehouses.
the door opened?
more interesting than his own.
"A fucking generic key." He me a key? What if I had lost my
"Piece of shit," he yelled and
As he pushed the elevator but—
watched his cigarette ash drift to the key? Would it have been returned?
turned to get back on. He looked
ton to floor six, he stoodto the side.
ground below just missing the aw— Fuck‘em. What do I care if some
down as he straddled the doorway.
A young.couple passed him by and
ning
of the front entrance. "How poor bastard lost his key." He sat
It was a key. An otherwise plain,
he thought how attractive they
ridiculous.
Keys are not generic by down again.
somewhat
rustic
looking
key
much
_ looked. Theirs were blue jeans not
No one had said a thing when
like the one he had on his ring, but definition because each key is fit to
unlike the ones he wore, but theirs
a specific lock, therefore it can‘t be someone.—stole his clothes from the
were better and more well—fitted, ‘of course it had no markings, no
generic, but to the contrary unique." laundry room in the basement, and
number or frame of reference. No,
hanging just right about the hips
Satisfied with his assertion of he had inquired all over the build—
that would be too easy as well. Who
where his sagged. Why couldn‘t his
the situation, Winston Birk returned ing. Why then should he suddenly
puts numbers on keys — that would
jeans fit that way?
inside where he put the key down care? He set the key down and
make no sense — then everyone
"If only they made a size for me,
and put away his groceries. He didn‘ touch it again for three days. —
would know which door they fit.
"widerwith a higher inseam, but no,
milled about the apartment putting But as much as he tried to forget it,
Lunacy. But Winston Birk was cu—
that was too easy." The door opened
away some folded clothes left in the the key was: ever.present in his
rious,
and
so
he
picked
upthe
key
and Winston Birk got on. As the.
basket. He even Windexed the mir— mind.
and began on the road to his des—
elevator took off, he jiggled his bags
"Which door did it unlock. And
ror
in the bathroom, but he couldn‘t
tiny.
to regain his balance
bern nmr rm me mmm nrg

amsnog venerm cam com eram omc
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what would be behind it?" Winston
Birk‘s eyes opened wide. He had
and idea. "I‘ll tell them I lost my
key. No one could prove I had the
key, it had no markings. It wasjust
a key. But if they know I‘m look—
ing for a key, they won‘t suspect
that I found a key."
Winston Birk didn‘t like the
building manager, but he needed her
now. He knew if she knew anything
it wouldn‘t be long before she told
it. He would plant the seed.
"Hello, I just wanted to let you
know I lost a key."
"What kind of key was it?" she
asked.
:
"Oh, just a plain key. One of
those brown ones."
"I have one here on my key
chain." Happy with himself, Win—
ston Birk turned to leave.
Dumb bitch. What did she know
of keys. She couldn‘t even open the
front door the other day. Had to wait
on her assistant of all people. A
more homely creature I don‘t think
I‘ve seen — thank God she has per—
sonality.
Standing up behind her desk,
with her hand in the air as if to
somehow close the distance be—
tween them, the manager let it out..
"Everybody‘s losing keys these
days. A guy on 7 said he had lost
too.".
Winston Birk didn‘t reply, but
kept walking. His theory had proven
correct. He would begin his search.
on 7.
Continued next month
©2000 SWB
Call the 800 or 900 number to respond to ads, browse unlisted ads, or retrieve messages.

PERSONALS

Place your FREE ad 1—800—546—MENN
nde
ARE YOU FURRY? Stan is looking
for a teddy bear to play with. Please
tell me about yourself. I am a musi—
cian and am looking for someone to
make beautiful music with. May the
force be with you. @21463
MATURE, STOCKY, SOLID GBM,
59", 285 lbs, dark skin, open—mind—
ed, very loving seeking counterpart
that is willing to try a new experience
that could develop into a solid rela—
tionship. All serious inquiries will be
answered. Willing to relocate.
415818
HOT BOY Ex—model GBM, 511",
brown skin, seeking brother that
good times can be shared with. I am
nice to be around and you will have
a good time. Give me a holler.
(Memphis) @14729
To Hot For Prmt'

STRICTLY MASCULINE Guys
GBM, very discreet, fun—loving, out—
going, outspoken, down—to—earth.
Seeking masculine Male, to kick it
with. (Memphis) @14007
LONG MONOGAMOUS RELA—
TIONSHIP David is a 19—year—old
GWM,
54",
115—120
lbs.,
brown/blue, crew—cut, enjoys reading
sci—fi, movies, car rides. Seeking
GWM 20—40, 200—300 lbs., bald,
clean—shaven, little body hair, tattoos
okay, smoker okay, with similar inter—
ests, for possible long—term relation—
ship. (Memphis) ©13505
READY FOR ACTION Scott, 38,
WM, 180 lbs, blonde/green, top is
looking for a young bottom, 18—25,
for mutual good times and new expe—
riences. Please give me a try.
(Chatanooga) ©13194
FRIENDSHIP AND FUN GWM, 59",
170 lbs, blonde/blue is looking for a
friend for companionship, friendship
and hanging out. Let‘s share some of
our mutual experiences. (Nashville)
*F12886 .<
SOUND INTERESTING? GWM, 31,
62", 220 lbs., brown/blue, hairy
chest, clean—shaven, top. Seeking
an. attractive Male, bottom, bear—
type, stocky—build, HWP, must be
romantic, fun—loving, good—humored.
Mustache, goatee, tattoos, piercings
a plus, for possible long—term rela—
tionship. (Nashville) @12278

‘aREYoU Man
ENOUGH?
LEATHERLINK®"
1—900—288—5847
18+, $1.99/MIN. c/s
612—373—9783

ADVENTURE IN LIFE Bryan is a 24—
year—old GWM, 511", 210° lbs.,
blonde/blue, very good—looking,
down—to—earth, easy—going, very
romantic, enjoys dining out, movies,
quiet times at. home, cuddling.
Seeking GWM 18—30, for friendship,
dating, possible monogamous long—
term relationship. (Franklin) @12234

|

ALABAMA
GBM,
54, 170 lbs, dark
complexion,
handsome,seeking
Guy
who
is make
not a
game
player,
and
is
looking
to
aahead
new forfriendship.
times
are
theonly.
right Good
person.
Serious
inquiries
(Birmingham)
14428
MONOGAMY
37—year—olddrug/dis—.
Male,
5°8",
140 lbs.,honest,
brown/green,
ease—free,
sincere,
easy—
going,
loving,travel,
enjoyspets,movies,
music,
dining
out,
hanging
out
with
friends,
quiet
times.
Seeking
Male honest,
sincere,anddrug/disease—
free,
monogamy
pos—
sible forrelationship.
(Athens)dating,
@10614
ARKANSAS.
BIWM,—healthy
32, BROWN/BLUE,
~drug—
free,
is seekingandGay/straight
Male
for
friendship
possibly
much more. and
Let‘s share our mutual
experiences
tures.
14662 look for new adven—

—

1—800—716—2868
;
$1.99/min. Must be 18+
1—900—976—7447
—
$1.99/min. Must be 18+ _

KENTUCKY
HIGHLY INTELLIGENT
21—year—old
Male, 511", Mike
145 islbs.,a
blonde/blue,
highly
intelligent,
fun—
loving,
mature.
Seeking
Male
18—26,
with similar qualities, for friendship,
possible
(Louisville) long—term
©@15833 relationship.
FARM 64",
BOY blonde/brown,
TYPE 23—year—old
GWM,
enjoys
the
outdoors,
camping.
Seeking
GWM
18—37,
for
friendship,
possible
CREDITCARD
relationship. (Louisville) @15509
13800"11 62868 HIV+ MALE

LINE?

SHOW toMEhook
THEupwith
ROPESa BiWM,
26,
looking
newLet‘sfriend
who
can
show
me
the
ropes.
toPlease
get it ongiveand mehave asomeholler.
fun.try
(Fayetteville) 214623
TALL
GOOD
LOOKING Rick
is 25,
65",
170
Ibs,
brown/blue,
ISO
coun—
terpart
for
We
canfor
have aother.
greatsafe,
time funifgive
wesex.are
right
each
Please
me
a
call,
I
am
anxious.
(Wainut
«Ridge)
17433
LIKES
TO24,STAY
HOME
GBM,home510",for
180
lbs,
enjoys
staying
romatic
times, Seeking
long walks,
not col—
into
the
bar scene.
a calm,
lected and
Guy, is27—35,
whowithis settled
down
satisfied
simple
pleasures.
Let‘s
be
friends
first
and
see
~what
happens.
(Arkansas)
@16102 .
I LIKEMale,TO SUCK
Masculinehorny,
27—year—
old
good—looking,
very
oral,
enjoys
sex.
Seeking
Male
similar interests. @17326 with

Bobby is a 28—year—old
Male, HIV+, enjoys movies, dining
out. kSeeking
an
easy—going,
drug/alcohol—free Male, with similar
. interests, for friendship, possible
relationship. 15232
GWM IN KENTUCKY Damion, 27,
62", slender, smooth is very submis—
sive. Good body, swimmers build,
very oral. Seeking counterpart who
is looking for a new friend and pos—
silbe partner for fun times and new
adventures. No strings, just good
times. 13281

MR. JUICY Jeremy is a BM, 6°0°,
dark complexion, brown eyes, low
hair—cut, goatee, enjoys playing
sports, clubs. Seeking BM. early
20s—30s, dark/brown complexion,
slim, dependable, trustworthy, for
friendship, possible. relationship.
(Columbus) @15239
LOOKING FOR A BOYFRIEND
Jeremy is a BM, hazel eyes, slim,
enjoys
playing
sports,
clubs.
Seeking Male for friendship, possible
relationship. (Columbus, Mississippi)
415618

Customer Service: 612—373—9783 Only $1.99 per minute. 18+.

—May 2000 — The

SEEKING FUN—LOVING GUY Are
you employed, reliable, honest and
dependable? GBM, seeking BM, 21—
30, for friendship and possible rela—
tionship. I am seeking a friend that
can turn into a relationship. Please
leave a message. (Columbus)

ARE YOU WITH IT? Christopher is a
GBM, 27, 5°6", 160 lbs, no fat, good
shape looking for counterpart who is
masculine, similar age, and enjoys
good times. Let‘s try to connect and
see if we are compatible. (Como)
©14720
HEALTHY, 36—YEAR—OLD GWM,
6°0", 200 Ibs. Seeking healthy, Male
25—40, for friendship, possibly more.
10052
SOMEONE TO BE WITH BM;
enjoys dining out, parks, walks,
movies. Seeking Male top, with simi—
lar interests. (Brook Haven) @13810
I_ LOVE YouNnG Guys sown
511", 165 lbs., smooth build, enjoys
the outdoors, sports, getting to know
people. Seeking
masculine Male, Frat boys, for good
times, in the Hickory area. (Hickory)

11843
LONG TIME PARTNER 21—year—old
SBM, 57", 150 Ibs., dark complex—
ion, nice build. Seeking Male for long
time partnership. @10726
NURSING STUDENT 23—year—old
BM, 174 lbs., nursing student.
Seeking goal—oriented, mature, intel—
ligent PM, enjoys having fun, for pos—
sible
relationship.
‘(Jackson)
@10617
"Am 071/2.15.2000
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ssp
CLASSIFIED RATES: Personal, non—
commercial ads FREE. Limit of 30
words (including address or phone
number) and a $2.00 charge for the
use of our P.O. box. Please specify if
you want to use our P.O. box. Com—
mercial ads are charged at the rate of
20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum. Phone
numbers andzip codes are free. Dead—
line for ads is the 15th of each month.
Send to Triangle Journal News, Box
11485 Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Classifieds must be submitted in writ—
ing and must include your name and a
telephone number where you can be
reached to verify the ad. If you would
like a copy of the issue in which

—

your ad appears, please send $1.00
to cover postage.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TUN
announcements and classifieds will not
automatically be re—run. Announce—
ments and classifieds must be re—sub—
mitted each month, in writing, by the
15th of the month.
Bro & BREAKFAST
Ozark Bed & Breaktfast—5 wooded acres
of privacy in a fun vacation area. Ex—
clusive resort for men & women. Hot
tub. Country club privileges. Green—
wood Hollow Ridge, 13 Stopple Road,
Eureka Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—
5283.

If you haven‘t been to lntgrify bore
you haven‘t been to Integrity. Check us out!
We meet on the third Tuesday of every month. _
f
~A
(Ua EIL
Calvary Episcopal Church
102 N. Second Street
901.725.7256

so
beni.
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast may not be related to photography. J/O Buddies. Meet by phone. Try it
Circa 1896. Located on Eureka Springs Please write with recent photo to: Pho— FREE!901—821—9100, Code 7001, 18+.
Historic District loop close to down— tos, P.O. Box 7838, Jackson, TN Me—Naughty, submissive, white male,
town shops & restaurants. Completely 38302—0838.
Discreet and safe. I am tall, slim, femi—
renovated for comfort but still main— Free For All. To Record, Browse & nine, high heels and stockings! Use
taining its old world charm, elegance & Send. Wild Local Dateline! 901—565— my shaved, smooth body for your en—
romance. Picturesque tree—covered 0006, Pub #641, 18+. 100% Local.
joyment. Singles and couples welcome.
hollow. The Arbour Glen, #7 Lema, GWM, 36, 6‘3", 200#, good looking, No diseases. Call me: Bobbie — 353—
Eureka Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253— long hair with hazel—blue eyes, in good 4391.
9010.
health, seeking GWM, 21—30, slick, Single, white male seeks TV/TSs that
HEur WaAntTED
slim & sexy for romantic lover. Will be like to dress up in high heels and
Cashiers. Adult Retail, Full—Time, Part waiting to hear from you. Call anytime stockings and like to be in pictures.
Time, Weekends. Must be 18 yrs. old (601) 343—5102. MS.
&
Write: P.O. Box 613108, Memphis, TN
with 2 forms of valid ID. Must have GWM, 38, seeks hispanic or white 38101.
experience. Apply at 791 North White _ male, age 21 to 30, slim build, good— White male in his 30s in search of very
Station, 1874 East Brooks Road or looking for possible relationship. If in— well—endowed, dark—complected black
2532 North Watkins.
terested, call Doug at 662—343—5102. male, in his 20s or early 30s for oral fun
Janitors. Adult Retail, Full—Time, Part— Hot Local Singles. Free to Record, and possibly more. Must be disease—
Time, Weekends. Must be 18 yrs. old Browse, Send!! 901—565—0006, Pub free. Circumcised a plus. No fats or
with 2 forms of valid ID. Must have #640, 18+.
fems. Call Douglas—323—1684.
experience. Apply at 791 North White I enjoy giving blow jobs to masculine
Room WantEDp
Station, 1874 East Brooks Road or men, 18—60, any race. I‘m healthy, Room Wanted—Flight attendantseeks
2532 North Watkins.
59", 155#, 30s, short black hair, mous— room for occasional overnight use, in
tache. Jim: 372—4538, after 6 p.m.
PERSONALS
Memphis. Responsible adult, non—
35 yo white male master of discipline I‘m a mixed—race Gay female, single, smoker/drinker. Call John at 901—219—
ISO naughty submissive slave. I am independent, mature, romantic, decent, 6117 or e—mail at anglfire33 @ aol.com.
into bondage, spanking, shaving, end— clean, well—groomed, healthy, athletic,
less sex, toys and more. 18—22ish, non—smoker. (Socially—active —enter—
smooth—bodied, white male, about 140# tainment events, dance/sports, etc.
with boyish looks and mannerisms. Wordly—travels, gourmet cook and
Skinny a plus. No diseases. For an classy but down—to—earth.) 1 want a
absolute spanking good time, call Mr. feminine, sexy and/or unique freak with
common interests, 24 years and older,
Paul: 323—1521.
2
Amateur photographer looking for fe— any race (I prefer oriental—far east,
male models between the ages of 18— Greek, Indian, Spanish—Latin, PR.)
30 to pose nude, semi—nude, in swim— Ladies! Winter‘s over. Start having
suit or in casual clothes. Will pay cash erotic fun. Write: Mermaid, P.O. Box
and give free photos as payment. Also 40112, Memphis, TN 38174—0012.
interested in discreet no strings at—— Into 3—Ways? Meet by Phone. Try it
tached sexual encounters that may or FREE! 901—821—9100 Code 7001. 18+
The Memphis
%

|

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion
s
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm TwelveStep Study
Wednesday 8:00 pm Big Book Study
Thursday
9:00 pm Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)

Buy a Subscription to the
Mid—South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper
For Yourself or for a friend.
discreeﬁiy, so you don‘t have to wait for
the news.

NAME
ADprEss
; STATE

ZIP

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

Friday

3

8:00 pm

Discussion (Open, Smo

ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Sunday
6:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
LZ
antzal formedC for the
I
*Memphis S Lambda
Center,F Inc. is§a private organization
(ees ofTwelve—Step
f
promulgation and enhancement
meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
K.
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Space donated as a public
service of the
Triangle Journal News.

Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anorymous)
Open Heart {Al—Anon)
Tuesday
6:00 pm.
Discussion (Open)
Thursday
5:30 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday ofthe month, Birthdays last Tuesday)

=

Gay and Lesbian
, Community
Center
Box 41074
Memphis 38174
(901) 324—GAYS

Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday
7:00 pm Discussi C) pen, Smoke Free)
Sunday
12 Noon
n}
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)

12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,

CITY
PHONE

Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104 « (901) 276—7379

,

Space donated as apublic service by the Triangle Journal News)

.
1384 MADISON
MEMPHIS, TN
38104
—
(901) 272—0855
CLIENT SsERvicEs
INFORMATION
REFERRALS
SUPPORT GROUPS
FOOD PANTRY

A Public Service of the Triangle Journal News
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901—821—006
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AND

Now

A

YOUR

woRp

FROM—

TEETH...

Providing you with
soothing, comfortable
ment is our
business.

Best of all ...

we do it with a soft,
Painful teeth;
gentle touch.
swollen gums,

bad breath...
These are messages from your teeth
which say, "We need help!"
f
f
f
unsightly stains and

We are a young and growing dental
;
;
2.1
practice which prides itself on
é
f

fairnees andopen—mindednesa,
Make your teeth feel good again! —
C
Call for an appointment today. We‘ll listen.

WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D.S.
General Dentistry —

79 North Cooper St. (Between Madison and Poplar) ®Memphis TN 38104—2815
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(901)

6855008

